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ABSTRACT

BACTERIAL BIODEGRADATION OF SOLUBLE CRUDE OIL HYDROCARBONS
AND THE INFLUENCE OF PROTISTS IN SIMULATED ARCTIC SEAWATER AND
SEA ICE
By
Heather R. Ballestero
University of New Hampshire, May, 2013
With expected increases in vessel traffic, drilling, and exploration for petroleum
and natural gas, the potential for an Arctic oil spill is heightened, yet knowledge of
contaminant fate and behavior is limited in this environment. With challenging
conditions in the Arctic and limited equipment caches, response will be extremely
difficult. In freezing conditions, oil may become encapsulated in ice. Understanding
biodegradation potential in this environment can dictate response options for spills that
occur in Arctic marine waters. The influence of protists on bacterial biodegradation of
water accommodated fractions (WAF) of petroleum hydrocarbons is unknown, yet
important because it could enhance or hinder biodegradation.
The objectives of this research were to calculate biodegradation rates for crude oil
WAF at 5°C, 0°C and -5°C and analyze the influence of protists on those rates. To
examine this, a method for protist-free seawater cultures was developed and toxicity of
WAF to protists was quantified. Long-term (40-51 weeks) biodegradation microcosms
enabled modeling of rates beyond the persistence of first year sea ice. Biodegradation
rates were calculated for individual and total crude oil WAF hydrocarbons after
normalization for abiotic losses. Hydrocarbons were analyzed with GC-FID; bacteria and

protists were enumerated under epifluorescence microscopy and taxa identified with
molecular rRNA sequencing.
Biodegradation occurred at 5°C and 0°C, mostly of naphthalene, as demonstrated
decreasing concentrations and the production of phenols. Rates decreased with
temperature 5°C > 0°C > -5°C. There was no phenolic production at -5°C and
biodegradation rates at that temperature were not significantly different than zero.
Bacterial taxa were mainly y-Proteobacteria, a-Proteobacteria, Flavobacteria, and
Sphingobacteria; protistan taxa were separated into flagellates (Stramenopiles, Rhizaria,
Telonomea and uncultured marine eukaryotes), fungus (Basidiomycota Streptophyta, and
Ascomycota) and amoeba (Vermistella). Protistan presence negatively influences
biodegradation rates, but their influence is mollified at lower temperatures than 5°C. In
the absence of spill response measures, oil encapsulated in sea ice would persist until
spring thaw, creating a re-release of oil into the water column where it would then
biodegrade slowly (>1 year).

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The threat of an oil spill in Arctic marine waters is heightened due to the
projected increase in drilling and extraction of crude oil and natural gas, coupled with the
projected decrease in ice thickness and extent, that will provide a longer season for vessel
traffic (Bird, et al., 2008; Lee, 1993). In the event of a spill during the colder fall and
winter months, while new, first year sea ice is forming, the oil may become encapsulated,
remaining relatively intact until spring thaw (Engelhardt, 1985). Hydrocarbons will
likely degrade more slowly at cold temperatures than in many other environments
(Brakstad & Bonaunet, 2006); a spill in cold Arctic conditions threatens the relatively
pristine environment (Engelhardt, 1985; Atlas, 1977). Biodegradation is an important,
though temperature dependent, remediation method for managing a spill when the oil is
dispersed or in soluble, bioavailable fractions. There is extensive literature on
biodegradation of petroleum hydrocarbons in marine environments (Hodson et al., 1977;
Leahy & Colwell, 1990; Prince, 2005; Tagger et al., 1976; Varanasi, 1989; McKew et al.,
2007; Atlas, 1981), but only a fraction of that research is conducted at cold temperatures
and conditions, such as those in the Arctic (Atlas, 1975; Atlas et al., 1978; Brakstad &
Bonaunet, 2006; Delille et al., 1998 ; Deppe et al., 2005).
In many environments (e.g., soil, sediment, marine), a threshold temperature for
biodegradation has been reported around 0°C (Siron et al., 1995; Brakstad & Bonaunet,
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2006), while other studies have found biodegradation at negative temperatures (Filler et
al., 2008). It has been argued that microbial communities that are pre-exposed to
hydrocarbons are able to biodegrade oil to below detection limits, regardless of
temperature (Hollaway et al., 1980; Prince, 2005; Leahy & Colwell, 1990; Bauer &
Capone, 1988; Tagger et al., 1976). Thus, acclimation may be limited in the Arctic
because only moderate oil seepage has been reported, especially when compared to the
Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Santa Barbara (Wilson, et al.,
1974).
My dissertation research measured biodegradation rates o f soluble naphthalene
and total hydrocarbons in water accommodated fractions (WAF) at 5°C, 0°C and -5°C in
ambient seawater and first year sea ice conditions, and the impact of protistan predation
on bacterial biodegradation.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this dissertation research on long-term crude oil biodegradation
in cold Arctic seawater and sea ice were to:
1. Determine biodegradation rates of crude oil water accommodated fractions at
three temperatures (5,0, -5°C)
a. Compare biodegradation rates in simulated freezing and sea ice conditions
(0, -5°C) to biodegradation rates at the control temperature of ambient
Arctic seawater (5°C) to assess temperature effects on biodegradation
2. Analyze the influence of protists on bacterial biodegradation rates of
hydrocarbons at each temperature
a. Compare degradation rates between Arctic microbial cultures with and
without protistan predators
This project was initially proposed as a subsection of the bioremediation project
conducted in the Joint Industry Project (JIP): Oil in Ice (Faksness et al., 2011). The JIP:
Oil in Ice Bioremediation Project was an international collaboration, funded by the
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Coastal Response Research Center (CRRC), that involved the University of Alaska
Fairbanks, University of Rhode Island, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Office of
Response and Restoration, SINTEF (Trondheim, Norway) and the University of New
Hampshire. The JIP Bioremediation Project had three main objectives: (1) tracking the
movement of oil in ice, (2) measuring the biodegradation potential of oil in ice, and (3)
modeling transport and biodegradation of oil in ice. The team found high initial depletion
rates of the water soluble fractions of crude oil at 5, -5 and -10°C (oil loading of
1:10,000), implicating evaporation as the primary degradation mechanism. Their sterile
controls contained viable bacteria counts which made it difficult to calculate true
biodegradation rates (Faksness, et al., 2011). This research expanded upon the cold
temperature biodegradation experiments conducted for the JIP Project and added to
existing cold temperature degradation experiments by ensuring the sterility of abiotic
controls, solely measuring degradation from biotic sources by factoring out abiotic losses.
It also examined the influence of heterotrophic flagellates on bacterial biodegradation
during long-term studies using seawater from the Chukchi Sea with culture dependent
and independent methods.
ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION
This dissertation consists of five chapters, four of them (Chapters 2-5) are written
as self-contained individual papers for submission to peer-reviewed journals. The
introductory chapter presents the background, objectives and organization of the
dissertation.
Chapter 2 is entitled Protist-Free Culture Method fo r Studying Predation During
Contaminant Degradation. This paper details a method developed to eliminate the
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presence of protists in seawater microbial cultures for studies requiring analysis of food
web dynamics in the presence and absence of these eukaryotes.
Chapter 3 is entitled Toxicity Test o f Crude Oil Water Accommodated Fractions
on Chukchi Sea Heterotrophic Nanoflagellates. This paper reports hydrocarbon
composition of water accommodated fractions with increasing oil loadings and their
toxicity (LC 50) to heterotrophic nanoflagellates.
Chapter 4 is entitled Influence o f Protists on Biodegradation o f Crude Oil Water
Accommodated Fractions in Arctic Seawater. This paper details protistan predation
influences on biodegradation of crude oil water accommodated fractions (WAF) in
simulated ambient Arctic marine conditions (5°C). A Chukchi Sea microbial culture was
characterized with rRNA phylogenetics, abundances of bacteria and protists were
quantified with epifluorescence microscopy and biodegradation kinetics of individual and
total hydrocarbons in WAF were modeled to quantify biodegradation rates and predation
1
influences in this Arctic marine environment.
Chapter 5 is entitled Biodegradation o f Crude Oil Water Accommodated
Fractions in Sea Ice Brine Channels and the Presence o f Protists. This paper examines
biodegradation rates across three low temperatures that would be observed in ambient
Arctic seawater, freezing seawater, and within sea ice brine channels.
The Appendices are composed of (A) more extensive background information,
(B) preliminary experiments (e.g., culturing seawater, water accommodated fractions,
protist crude oil exposure studies, pilot project), (C) chromatographs, and (D)
supplemental data (e.g., equations, figures, photos).
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C H A PTER 2

PRO TIST-FREE CULTURE M ETH O D FO R STUDYING PR ED A T IO N DURING
CONTAM INANT DEGRADATION

ABSTRACT
A successful protist-free culture method was developed for natural seawater
samples. Previous studies analyzing microbial ecology and food webs have used similar
protist-free methods but were not able to completely excluded protists. The method,
which modifies previous eukaryotic exclusion protocols used during grazing and
microbial ecology studies, consists of filtration (0 .8 pm), addition of the eukaryotic
inhibitors cycloheximide (200 mg/L) and colchicine (100 mg/L), and subsequent dilution.
The protist-free cultures were maintained over four weeks and used to study predation
influences during contaminant biodegradation over a one year period.

Keywords: Protist-free; colchicine; cycloheximide; eukaryotic inhibition
IN TR O D U CTIO N
Protistan predation is an integral part of microbial food webs. Predation has a
significant influence on bacterial mortality, community composition and morphology
(Chrzanowski & Simek, 1990; Hahn & Hofle, 2006; Wright, et al., 1987; Matz &
Kjelleberg, 2005), and aids in nutrient cycling (Gertler, et al., 2010; Sherr & Sherr,
2002). Studying protistan predation has gained importance in the last few decades,
specifically relating to microbial food webs and, more recently, contaminant
5

biodegradation (Tso & Taghon, 1999; Cunningham, et al., 2009; Hahn & Hofle, 2006;
Gertler, et al., 2010). Natural cultures, consisting exclusively of indigenous bacteria
(protist-free), are beneficial in these fields of study to monitor bacterial community
composition, growth, morphology, and biodegradation in the presence and absence of
higher trophic level protistan predators. It is common practice for grazing, predation and
contaminant biodegradation studies to use commercially available protists and bacteria
known to inhabit the environment of interest rather than culturing species directly from
samples (Vazquez-Dominguez et al., 2005) in order to achieve protist-free conditions.
However, the use of single bacterial strains may be less representative of actual in situ
dynamics because it does not simulate the natural consortia often required to fully
degrade a mixture of contaminants such as those in crude oil (Daugulis & McCracken,
2003; Deppe, et al., 2005).
The ability to compare protist-free and ambient (multi-trophic level) cultures is
useful in experimental microbial ecology to determine the influence of protists (e.g.,
predatory effects, degradation, nutrient cycling). Protists can alter biodegradation by
preying upon bacterial species which may either enhance rates by maintaining cells in the
exponential growth phase or depress them by overgrazing (Suzuki, 1999; Chrzanowski &
Simek, 1990; Sherr & Sherr, 2002; Dalby, et al., 2008; Sleigh, 1989). It is essential to
have a method that successfully excludes protists, while maintaining natural assemblages
of bacteria, to determine the effects of predation. Previous studies have tested antibiotics,
combinations of antibiotics, dilution, filtration, or some combination of techniques in
effort to exclude protists for a variety of experiments including trophic interactions,
grazing studies, and predation influences. Unfortunately, most have still reported protists
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in the “protist-free” cultures. Methods of protist exclusion or inhibition from three
sources were used as a foundation for the successful technique detailed in this paper:
Sherr, et al. (1986), Vazquez-Dominguez, et al. (2005), and Adamczewski, et al. (2010).
Sherr, et al. (1986) tested multiple antibiotics and combinations (e.g., colchicine,
thiram, cycloheximide, demicolcine, cycloheximide+colchicine) and their effectiveness at
excluding eukaryotes. They found that a combination of cycloheximide and colchicine
(200 mg/L and lOOmg/L) was the only effective treatment for inhibiting protist
reproduction and feeding, while exhibiting no direct influence on bacterial growth.
Building upon the previous study, Adamczewski, et al. (2010) tested three methods of
protist exclusion against a control; (1) filtration through 1pm, (2) 1:9 dilution, and (3)
antibiotic inhibition with cycloheximide and colchicine (final concentrations 200 mg/L
and 100 mg/L). Unfortunately, there were heterotrophic nanoflagellates present in all
treatments, but the smallest increase in abundance was found in the antibiotic dosing
(Adamczewski, et al., 2010). The third study, conducted by Vazquez-Dominguez, et al.
(2005), used the method of filtration (0.45pm), addition of the antibiotic cycloheximide
(100 mg/L), and dilution. Protists were not reported in the protist-free cultures with this
method, however, the 0.45 pm filter potentially excluded larger bacteria. In addition the
protists used were not from environmental samples, but from pure (Jakoba libera) and
contaminated (Uronema marinum) ciliate cultures (Vazquez-Dominguez, et al., 2005).
Sherr, et al. tested cycloheximide (100-200 mg/L) on the ciliate Uronema sp. and
revealed only partial inhibition. They concluded that cycloheximide alone may not
completely inhibit all species, which poses an issue if some protists pass through the filter
pores (Sherr, et al., 1986).
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Overall, methods for maintaining protist-free cultures have proven elusive and
more rigorous techniques (e.g., filtration, antibiotics) have excluded eukaryotes, but also
had adverse effects on bacteria (Adamczewski, et al., 2010; Sherr, et al., 1986; VazquezDominguez, et al., 2005; Tremaine & Mills, 1987; Cynar, et al., 1985; Landry, 1994).
Issues have arisen with filtration because protists vary in size and some may pass through
the filter into the filtrate (Cynar, et al., 1985; Rassoulzadegan & Sheldon, 1986; Wright &
Coffin, 1984; Adamczewski, et al., 2010). Studies have shown that cycloheximide affects
anaerobic bacteria (Tremaine & Mills, 1987). In addition, cycloheximide is not
recommend for grazing rate studies because it can influence the positive effects of
predation on bacterial cells (e.g., nutrient recycling), though it is still accepted for
studying microbial food webs and predator prey relationships (Sherr, et al., 1986;
Tremaine & Mills, 1987).
Two protist-free culture treatments were tested on seawater samples. The first
method was passing seawater cultures through 0.8 pm filters. The second combined
filtration, a mixture of cycloheximide and colchicine, and subsequent dilution. The filter
pore size, 0.8pm, was larger than those in previous studies (Vazquez-Dominguez, et al.,
2005) and was chosen to maximize inclusion of bacteria, while excluding protists.
Because the antibiotic mixture of cycloheximide and colchicine was shown to be the
most effective at inhibiting protistan growth and replication (Adamczewski, et al., 2010;
Sherr, et al., 1986), it was chosen to eliminate any protists that might have passed through
the filter. Dilutions were applied to both treatments for culture maintenance and to
minimize bacterial exposure to the antibiotics in the second method (Caron, 1983; Lee,
1993; Vazquez-Dominguez, et al., 2005). The methods were designed to maximize
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exclusion of protists, while minimizing potential effects to bacteria in environmental
samples for the most accurate representation in studies comparing variables in the
presence of protistan predators.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two protistan exclusion protocols were tested: filtration and dilution (F); and
filtration, antibiotic treatment and dilution (F+A). Filtration was through sterile 0.8pm
cellulosic filters (GE Water & Process Technologies, Feasterville-Trevose, PA). The
eukaryotic inhibitors, cycloheximide and colchicine (Sigma Aldrich; St. Louis, MO;
C7698, C9754), were added to the F+A treatment to achieve final concentrations of
200mg/L and 100 mg/L, respectively. All treatments and control were diluted every five
days. Dilutions served three purposes, (1) to regulate cell abundances, ensuring stability,
(2) dilute the antibiotics, and (3) minimize inclusion of less abundant protists. The
abundance of protists in the samples from two protocols was compared to a seawater
control that was subjected to all the dilutions, but not subjected to either filtration or
antibiotics.
Methods were tested at 5°C and 10°C on samples cultured from the Chukchi Sea
off the coast of Barrow, AK (71.37048 N, 156.51585 W) and G ulf of Maine off the coast
of Newcastle, NH, respectively. Initial seawater samples were monitored for total
organic carbon and bacterial and protistan abundances. The seawater samples were used
to establish the cultures for subsequent experiments. The seawater cultures were kept in
1000 mL, flasks continually supplied with filter-sterilized air, and sealed with a rubber
stopper. Cultures were augmented with cereal leaf extract (Sigma Aldrich C7141,
discontinued) at a final concentration of -2 mgC/L to mimic natural organic carbon
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levels in the initial samples prior to culturing (Sherr, et al., 1986). Bacterial and protistan
abundances in the Chukchi Sea and Gulf of Maine cultures were monitored to ensure
abundances were stable relative to known abundances in each respective location.
Cultures were monitored for at least one week prior to use in the experiment.

Seawater Culture (100 mL)

Filtration 0.8pm

Colchicine (100 mg L)
Cycloheximide (200 mg/L)

Sterile Seawater (600 mL) and Cereal Leaf
Extract (2 mgC L)

F+A

Control

Figure 1: Schematic of M ethods. F is the 0.8 pm filtered seawater; F+A is filtered and
antibiotic dosed; the control has no treatment.
The antibiotic-dosed filtrate (lOOmL seawater culture + antibiotics) was mixed
using a magnetic stirrer on slow rotation for 15 minutes then incubated for 1.5 hours
(Adamczewski, et al., 2010), and then added to 600 mL of filter sterilized seawater with
cereal leaf extract (Fig. 1). The mixing period and initial dilution were chosen to
minimize potential effects (e.g., inhibition) on bacteria (Adamczewski, et al., 2010;
Tremaine & Mills, 1987; Vazquez-Dominguez, et al., 2005). Cycloheximide and
colchicine were made into 10 mL stock solutions (2,500 mg/L) by dissolving 0.025 g of
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each antibiotic into 10 mL filter-sterilized (0.2 pm) seawater (31 psu; Sherr et al., 1986).
The stock solutions were stored at temperatures below 4°C.
All treated (F, F+A) and control cultures were continuously supplied with filtersterilized air (Eaton, et al., 1995; Lee, 1993) and sealed to minimize potential
contamination. F, F+A and controls were diluted once a week by transferring 200 mL of
the treated culture into 500 mL sterile seawater. With each dilution, the cultures were
augmented with cereal leaf extract. Dilutions occurred approximately every 5 days (5
dilutions) for three purposes: dilution of the antibiotic concentrations to <lm g/L in the
F+A protist-free culture (final concentrations of cycloheximide and colchicine of 0.08
mg/Land 0.04 mg/L, respectively); maintenance of stable bacterial and protistan
abundances; and further the exclusion of protists based on their lower abundances. Stable
abundances were based on concentrations of protists and bacteria that were monitored
during the initial week of culturing the Chukchi Sea and Gulf of Maine seawaters. Five
days was chosen for dilution intervals for both temperatures even though bacteria and
protists grew to higher abundances sooner at 10°C (experimentally determined during
preliminary abundance monitoring). This time interval also allowed protists to grow to
great enough abundances for method validation.
Bacterial and protistan abundances were monitored before and immediately after
dilution. Direct counts of bacteria and protists were determined using acridine orange
and primulin, respectively, in concert with epifluorescence microscopy (Sherr, et al.,
1993; Eaton, et al., 1995; Turley, 1993; Hobbie, et al., 1977; Caron, 1983). Statistical
differences in abundances were analyzed using a nonparametric Wilcoxon/KruskalWallis Rank Sum test in the statistical software program JMP 10 (SAS Institute Inc.,
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Cary, North Carolina, USA). Significant differences in treatments (Control vs. F. vs.
F+A) and microbial abundances resulting from treatments over time were analyzed using
repeated measures analysis in JMP. Repeated measures analysis in JMP was used to
determine if there were significant abundances depending on the treatment method and if
there were interaction differences with treatments and time.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
S e a w a te r C u ltu r e s - The only difference was consistently lower protistan Initial
seawater samples from the Chukchi and Gulf of Maine had organic carbon concentrations
of 2 and 3 mg/L, respectively. Protistan abundances in the Chukchi and Gulf of Maine
seawater cultures were ~ 4 x l0 3 cells/m L and ~ 8 x 10 3c e lls/m L , respectively. Stability
of bacterial abundances in both cultures was - lxlO 6 cells/mL.
P r o tis ta n E x c lu sio n - The results were similar at 5°C (Chukchi Sea culture) and 10°C
(Gulf of Maine culture). The only difference was consistently lower protistan
abundances over time in the filtered only treatment at 5°C compared to increasing
protistan abundances at 10°C (p< 0.0001; Fig. 2). At time 0, protistan abundances in the
control at 5°C were higher than at 10°C because the former was not subjected to initial
dilution; rather, it was used for inoculation and then diluted weekly thereafter.
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Figure 2: Protist Abundances over Time at 5°C and 10°C. Data for F+A were below
detection (1 protist/10 mL). 5°C and 10°C correspond to the Chukchi Sea and Gulf of
Maine cultures, respectively. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation for cells counted
per slide scan or microscope field.
No protists were detected in the F+A treatment. In the F treatment (Fig. 2),
protists were detected after the initial dilution, albeit at significantly lower abundances
than in the control (p< 0.0001). However, by the fourth dilution, protists in the F
treatment at 10°C grew to significantly higher abundances than those in the control by an
order of magnitude (p= 0.0002). At 5°C and 10°C protistan abundances were
significantly different between treatments (p<0 .0 0 0 1 ) and abundance differences
correlated to interaction of time and treatment were significantly different (p< 0 .0 0 0 1 ).
The abundances in the F treatment were similar to those in previous studies using
similar methods. For example, Adamczewski, et al., (2010) found heterotrophic
nanoflagellates at abundances >8x10 3 protists/mL in controls relative to -6x10 3
protists/mL in the filtered (1pm) treatments, with the smallest increase in abundances in
an antibiotic (cycloheximide and colchicine) treatment (< 2xl0 3protists/mL). In cultures
treated with cycloheximide and colchicine, Sherr, et al., (1986) found ciliate abundances
around 1% of the control (-20 protists/mL) after 24 hours and flagellate abundances
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<100 protists/mL. In this study, the combination of filtration and the antibiotic mixture
successfully removed protists to below the detection limit (1 protist/lOmL).
There was higher morphological diversity of protists in the controls at 10°C with
at least four dominant types, while only one or two morphologies appeared to dominate
in the F treatment. These two species were small (~5pm) spherical protists with 1-2
flagella. This lack of diversity may have resulted during filtration when only smaller
species could pass through the filter (Adamczewski, et al., 2010). Once in the filtrate,
they could rise to higher abundances due to the absence of resource competition with
other protists (Fox, 2002). Increases in abundance may also be explained by higher
intrinsic growth rates often exhibited by smaller species (Sunda & Huntsman, 1997;
Dolan, 1997; Savage, et al., 2004; Law, et al., 2000).
Bacterial Abundances - The bacterial abundances in both treatments were significantly
lower and cells were visibly smaller than those in the control after the first dilution (Fig.
3). However, after ~3 weeks (four dilutions), the F+A treatment had significantly higher
total bacterial abundances compared to the control and the F treatment (p=0.0141 and
p=0.0020, respectively). This increase in bacterial abundance was likely due to the lack
of predation. There was never a significantly lower abundance o f bacteria in the F+A
treatment compared to the F treatment, which confirmed previous research. After 90
hours, Vazquez-Dominguez, et al., (2005) found bacteria in controls reached
5.8x10 6cells/mL compared to a filtered (0.45pm) and antibiotic (cycloheximide)
treatment with 10.7xl0 6 cells/mL. Adamczewski, et al., (2005) also found bacterial
numbers in the control ~5xl0 6cells/mL comparable to in filtered (1pm) treatments
(6xl0 6cells/mL) and in the antibiotic treatment (13x106 cells/mL). Bacterial abundances
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in controls and in the presence of protists (in F treatments) tended to significantly decline
towards the end of the published studies experiments, which was not observed in
antibiotic dosed treatments. This is similar to the results observed in this research.
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Figure 3: Bacterial Abundances over Time at 5°C (Left) and 10°C (Right). Error bars
represent 1 standard deviation for cells counted per transect or field view.
Colchicine and cycloheximide may serve as substrate for bacteria (Adamczewski,
et al., 2010). After two dilutions, there were no stimulatory effects observed on bacterial
abundances (Fig. 3). The potential stimulatory effects may not have been observed
because of the initial contact time and dilution of the antibiotic-dosed filtrate.
Morphologically, bacteria in the control and two treatments were similar after the
initial dilution with thick rod-shaped cells (~ 2 pm long), small spherical bacteria (~lpm ),
and long, thin rods (~5pm long); the biotic control had a higher abundance of the larger
rod-shaped bacteria. After the second dilution, the bacteria in the F treatment and the
control were mainly small (<lpm , coccoid or rod-shaped), or thinner and longer (>5pm)
than those in the F+A treatment, which has been observed in previous research
(Adamczewski, et al., 2010). After the third dilution, longer bacteria and chains of
bacteria (>50pm) were observed in the control along with the same small bacterial cells.
The small cells were still observed in the F treatment. The F+A treatment maintained
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similar sizes of bacteria to the previous dilution periods. The smaller and longer sizes in
the control and F treatment could have been a predation avoidance response (Gertler, et
al., 2010; Matz & Kjelleberg, 2005).
The F+A and dilution method was developed for, and successfully applied to
long-term (40-51 weeks) biodegradation microcosms at 5°C, 0°C and -5°C (Chapter 4
and 5). The protist-free Chukchi Sea water culture was used as inoculant to compare the
influence of protistan predation on bacterial biodegradation rates of crude oil water
accommodated fractions. No protists were detected in microcosms inoculated with the
protist-free culture during the experimental period using epifluorescence microscopy
methods.
Further validation of the F+A and dilution method should include molecular
studies. Ideally, the microbial community should be analyzed before and after the F+A
procedure to further determine how community composition and abundance are
impacted.
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CH A PTER

3

TO X ICITY O F CRUDE O IL W A TER A C CO M M O D A TED FRA CTIO N S TO
CH U K CHI SEA H E T E R O T R O PH IC N A N O FLA G ELLA TES

ABSTRACT
Acute toxicity of soluble crude oil hydrocarbons from water accommodated
fractions (WAF) to Chukchi Sea protists, specifically heterotrophic nanoflagellates
(HNF) at 5°C, was analyzed using fluorescein diacetate (FDA) coupled with propidium
iodide (PI) for live/dead cell counts (percent mortality) with the objective of determining
an LC50. This static toxicity test used biotic and abiotic controls to account for natural
HNF mortality and monitor stability of hydrocarbon concentrations within each WAF
loading over 96 hours. Naphthalene and mono- and di-methylnaphthalenes were the
main hydrocarbons in the WAFs, but were not the primary determinants of toxicity. The
increase of total hydrocarbons in the WAF was the driver of acute toxicity to HNF. The
96 hour LC50 of total soluble crude oil hydrocarbons to Chukchi Sea HNF was 1,060
pg/L (95% confidence limits 1,005-1,119 pg/L, -1:40 WAF). The HNF appeared to be
resistant to acute toxicity from WAF up to relatively high concentrations. The 1:40 WAF
that correlated to toxicity is within the range of what may be observed during an oil spill
in cold marine waters, implying there may be toxic effects to protists during larger spills.
Keywords: Water-soluble fractions; crude oil; Arctic; protists; toxicity
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INTRODUCTION
The threat of an oil spill in Arctic marine waters is heightened due to projected
increases in drilling and extraction of crude oil and natural gas (-9 0 billion bbl oil;
-1,700 trillion ft3 gas; Bird, et al., 2008), coupled with the anticipated decrease in ice
thickness and extent, providing a long season for maritime shipping (Gerdes, et al.,
2005). In the cold marine environment, physical and biological processes to which the
oil is subjected are slowed (e.g., evaporation, dissolution, biodegradation). The oil may
become encapsulated into freezing ice, including many of its known toxic components
(e.g., polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) until it is released during melt season (Brakstad,
et al., 2010). The toxic effects of crude oil and its individual hydrocarbons are
established for an array of species and environments (Carls, et al., 1999; Anderson, et al.,
1987; Peakall, et al., 1982; Page, et al., 2002; French-McCay, 2009; Jonker, et al., 2009).
Aside from generalities of oil fate and effects in the Arctic, few studies on toxicity in this
environment have been conducted, especially with respect to unicellular eukaryotic
species at the base of the food web (e.g., protists). Moreover, the existing literature is
inconclusive, showing some protists to be more resistant to crude oil and hydrocarbon
toxicity (Rogerson & Berger, 1981; Dalby, et al., 2008; Gertler, et al., 2010), and some
more susceptible (Dale, 1988; Dale, 1987; Cox, et al., 1999; Rogerson, et al., 1983).
Some of the explanation for these differences may lie in the experimental design, type of
oil tested, testing of individual hydrocarbon toxicity, and protistan species used. It is
pertinent to broaden the depth of research on protists due to their abundance in marine
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ecosystems, importance in microbial food webs as predator and prey, and potential for
bioaccumulation of hydrocarbons (Rogerson & Berger, 1981).
Microbes in the water column and within sea ice are the bottom of the food web
in the Arctic Ocean and surrounding seas (e.g., Chukchi, Beaufort, Bering, Barents).
Marine bacteria are preyed upon by larger unicellular microbes, mainly heterotrophic
protists (e.g., flagellates, ciliates, amoeba), which are then prey for larger, multicellular
species (i.e., copepods), facilitating carbon and nutrient transfer up the food chain (Sherr
& Sherr, 2002). Copepods have high clearance rates of protists and store large amounts
of lipids; since hydrocarbons are lipophilic, the ability for the transfer and
bioaccumulation of hydrocarbons is enhanced (Fessenden & Cowles, 1994; Fines, 2012;
Koshikawa, et al., 2007). When oil is introduced into a marine environment, protists may
directly ingest hydrocarbons or ingest bacteria that contain hydrocarbons (Dalby, et al.,
2008). The hydrocarbons are then transferred to predatory copepods (de Hoop, et al.,
2011). Toxic concentrations of crude oil to protists, mainly heterotrophic nanoflagellates
(HNF; 2-10 pm size) have not been reported. This study examined the total and
individual hydrocarbon concentrations from crude oil water accommodated fractions
(WAF) that caused acute toxicity (LC50) to HNF.
HNF are common predators of bacteria, noted for their importance in the
regulation of bacterial production and diversity (Sauret, et al., 2012; Matz & Kjelleberg,
2005; Suzuki, 1999; Sleigh, 1989; Gertler, et al., 2010; Chrzanowski & Simek, 1990;
Wright, et al., 1987). Some research has shown HNF predation enhances bacterial
biodegradation of crude oil (Sleigh, 1989; Gertler, et al., 2010; Tso & Taghon, 1999).
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Hence, if low levels of crude oil hydrocarbons are lethal to protists, biodegradation could
be slowed significantly. As research into the role of protistan predation in bacterial
biodegradation increases, toxicity should be quantified for a range of protistan species
and the classes of compounds within crude oils. Without knowledge of the fate and
effects of hydrocarbons to protists, understanding the effects of a crude oil spill on
microbial food webs will be incomplete.
Toxicity studies with crude oil can be separated into four categories, toxicity
from: bulk oil, individual compounds, WAF, and dispersed oil. This research focused on
WAF because this fraction has the most bioavailable constituents and in Arctic
conditions, if oil becomes encapsulated in ice, the WAF will migrate in brine channels
(Faksness & Brandvik, 2008). Effects of the mixture of soluble crude oil constituents is
important because exposure to one hydrocarbon may not cause mortality, but exposure to
multiple hydrocarbons may yield negative synergistic effects (Barron, et al., 1999; Neff,
2002; Wame & Hawker, 1995). The research presented here provides information on
relative concentrations of total and individual crude oil hydrocarbons in WAF that may
be observed in the water column or sea ice after a crude oil release in Arctic waters and
the toxicity of these compounds to HNF. This information will be useful in
understanding the response of HNF during a release of crude oil from shipping or drilling
accidents.
METHODS
Chukchi Sea Cultures - Microbes were cultured from a sample of Chukchi Sea water
taken off the coast of Wainwright, Alaska (70°38’N, 160°02’W). Samples were kept
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outside at i°C until they were shipped overnight on ice to the Coastal Response Research
Center Laboratory at the University of New Hampshire in Durham. Initial
characterization of the seawater samples included total organic carbon content, salinity,
dissolved oxygen, and HNF abundance. The sample was then cultured in a sealed
(rubber stopper) 1L flask containing filter sterilized (cellulosic, 0 .2 pm) seawater, and a
continuous supply of filter sterilized air (0.2 pm; Whisper 60 aeration system; Tetra;
Blacksburg, VA). The culture was supplemented with cereal leaf extract (Sigma Aldrich
C7141, discontinued) to a final concentration of ~3 mgC/L to mimic natural organic
carbon levels in the seawater upon arrival (Sherr, et al., 1986; Rogerson, et al., 1983).
The culture was kept in a dark, climate controlled room at 5+ 1°C. 5°C was chosen based
on the range of surface temperatures in the Arctic and previous cold water research
(Faksness, et al., 2011; Brakstad & Bonaunet, 2006). HNF abundance in the culture was
monitored by epifluorescence microscopy for three weeks prior to being used as
inoculant for the toxicity tests. Upon arrival, the Chukchi Sea water sample contained 15
HNF/mL. Over the next three weeks, the HNF abundances increased to ~ 1,270 HNF/mL
in seawater cultures (Lee, 1993). [N.B., Only flagellated species were maintained based
on morphology observed under epifluorescence microscopy.]
Toxicity Test - The 96 hour toxicity test on Chukchi Sea HNF was a static experiment
conducted at 5°C in the dark in 250 mL amber bottles with Teflon-lined caps to prevent
photodegradation of the WAF. Samples were collected at time=0 and 96 hrs (Eaton, et
al., 1995). The bottles contained one of four WAF oikwater loadings (1:10,000, 1:1,000,
1:100, and 1:40). WAFs were made in accordance to a method established by the
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Chemical Response to Oil Spills: Ecological Effects Research Forum (CROSERF), an
organization formed from academics, industry and government personnel to standardize
laboratory methods regarding spilled oil toxicity (Singer, et al., 2001). The oil is added
to the water in a sealed vessel with < 20 % headspace and slowly mixed (no vortex) until
the WAF reaches equilibrium. The only alteration to this method was allowing 96 hours
for the WAFs to reach equilibrium as opposed to 48 hours; the modification was made
because at colder temperatures, WAF take longer to reach equilibrium (Faksness &
Brandvik, 2008). Each WAF oil loading was prepared separately (no dilutions) with
Norwegian Statfjord B crude oil at 5°C.
Two controls were prepared: abiotic and biotic. Abiotic controls were poisoned
with copper sulfate (Table 1) and monitored for WAF losses due to evaporation over the
96 hours. There were abiotic controls for each WAF oil loading. Biotic controls
monitored microbial abundance and mortality in the absence of hydrocarbons and were
used to calculate the LC50. The experimental 250 mL toxicity bottles at each WAF
concentration were inoculated with the Chukchi Sea culture (Table 1). Replicate samples
were analyzed for each control and experimental WAF oil loading at time 0 and 96 hours.
Table 1: Composition of WAF Toxicity Test Bottles________________________
Volume (mL)
Biotic Experimental WAF with
Abiotic
Biotic
Chukchi HNF Culture
WAF
245
245
_
CuS0 4 (50 g/L)
0.25
Cereal Leaf (2 g/L)
0.75
0.75
0.75
Sterile Seawater
1.7
245
Chukchi HNF Culture
1.7
1.7
-

-

-

-
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Analytical Methods - During sampling, volumes were apportioned as follows: 200 mL
for extraction and hydrocarbon analysis, and 15 mL for microbial analysis. The stains
fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and propidium iodide (PI) were used for direct counts of
viable and dead HNF, respectively. Epifluorescence microscopy was used for counting,
which had to occur within a few hours to reduce fading of the stain. FDA and PI were
added to the 15 mL sample at final concentrations of 4 mg/L and 0.3 mg/L. The samples
were shaken and then stored in the dark for 10 minutes (Jones & Senft, 1985; Steinberg,
et al., 2001). After staining, the sample was filtered through black GC polycarbonate 0.4
pm filters, mounted onto slides with immersion oil. The entire stained area, or scans of
the stained area (depending on HNF abundance) were monitored for HNF using a 60x
objective and a Nikon Eclipse 80i microscope equipped with X-Cite series 120 UV lamp
(MVI; Avon, MA).
Hydrocarbon analysis was conducted using a Perkin Elmer (Norwalk, CT)
Autosystem Gas Chromatograph equipped with a Flame Ionization Detector (GC-FID)
and a capillary column Rtx® -50; 30 m, 0.32 mmID, 0.5 pmdf, Crossbond® 100%
methylphenylpolysiloxane phase (#10539; Restek; Bellefonte, PA). All hydrocarbon
protocols including instrument calibration were modified from the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection Method for Extractable Petroleum
Hydrocarbons (MADEP, 2004). Each sample was extracted three times with 25 mL
aliquots of methylene chloride, dried with sodium sulfate, concentrated to 1.0 mL using a
Turbo-Vapp II concentrator (Zymark; Hopkinton, MA) and spiked with 10 pL of an
internal standard , 1-chlorooctadecane (ACROS ORGANICS; Morris Plains, NJ) prior to
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being analyzed with GC-FID. Concentrations of WAF were calculated by normalizing
the total area under the chromatogram to the internal standard and then comparing it to
the linear regression from the calibration curve (sum of all hydrocarbon analytes).
Naphthalene was calculated in the same way, but used the linear regression for
naphthalene alone. Mono- and di- methylnaphthalenes were identified with Varian
CP3800 Gas Chromatography (GC)/Satum 2200 Mass Spectrometer (MS) and a DB-5
type capillary column (Varian Factor Four VF-5ms) and quantified with the naphthalene
regression line.
Statistical Analysis - All analysis used the software programs JM P 10 (SAS Institute
Inc., Cary, North Carolina, USA). WAF concentrations and individual components (e.g.,
naphthalene, monomethylnaphthalenes, dimethylnaphthalenes) in the abiotic controls
were analyzed and used for comparison against the concentrations in the experimental
toxicity test bottles to ensure there were no significant losses in bottles with microbes.
Comparison of the different WAF loading concentrations across time= 0 and 96 hours as
well as between WAF oil loadings were conducted using one-way ANOVA and Students
t-tests (a = 0.05). Concentrations of individual hydrocarbons within the WAF were
compared in the same way. Multivariate correlation and linear regression analyses were
conducted for comparison of WAF composition across WAF oil loadings.
Acute and chronic toxicity are usually quantified by abundance and mortality, but
inhibition of feeding may also be measured (Rogerson, et al., 1983; Eaton, et al., 1995;
Dale, 1987). Toxicity was measured in this research by percent mortality (Equation 1)
normalized to the mortality found in the biotic controls (Equation 2). The LC 50 of WAF
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hydrocarbons was calculated as a 96 hour LC50 (95% Cl). Toxicity of WAF
hydrocarbons on HNF (normalized % mortality) was plotted on a probit scale over log
concentration. Regression analysis was used to calculate the LC50 in accordance with
Standard Methods for the Analysis of Water and Wastewater (Eaton, et al., 1995; Mayer,
et al., 1992).

Percent Mortality
. i-.
# Dead Protists
„
M ortality7 (%)
— — x 100
v ' = #Total Protists

,
(eq.
^ 1)

Dead HNF = Total number of HNF (cells/mL) on slide that were illuminated by PI
Total HNF= Sum of dead (PI) and alive (FDA) HNF (cells/mL)
Normalized Percent Mortality (Abbott’s Formula)
Corrected M ortality (%) = (-M° bs Mcont^ x 100

(eq. 2)

( 1 0 0 —M c o n t )

Mobs = Mortality in individual experimental WAF toxicity bottles (equation 1)
Mcont =Average mortality in the biotic control replicates

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
WAF Chemical Analysis - There was no significant difference between WAF
concentrations in the abiotic controls and the experimental bottles at or between Time 0
and 96 hours. The WAF concentrations were significantly different at each WAF oil
loading (Fig. 4) as expected, and increased with increasing oil:water loading (1:10,000;
1:1,000; 1:100; 1:40).
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Figure 4: WAF Concentrations at Each Oil Loading Over 96 Hours. Diamonds
display mean concentration (central line) and 95% confidence intervals (top and bottom
tip of diamonds). Abiotic controls represent those WAF loadings poisoned with copper
sulfate, while WAF represents those experimental bottles with W AF and Chukchi Sea
water (n=8 for each WAF loading). Biotic control concentrations are not shown because
they were below the Reliable Detection Limit (RDL=50pg/L).
All WAFs were composed of the same distinct peaks (naphthalene, 1-, 2methylnaphthalenes, 1,4-, 1,6-dimethylnaphthalenes) and unresolved complex mixtures,
but concentrations differed for the analytes based on WAF oil loading. Naphthalene
concentrations reached a saturation point above the lowest WAF loading of 1:10,000
(Fig. 5). Monomethylnaphthalenes follow the same pattern of reaching a saturation point
after the 1:10,000 WAF, but were in lower concentrations than non-methylated
naphthalene. The dimethylnaphthalenes increased with increasing WAF concentration,
but were not significantly different between the two middle W AF loadings of 1:1,000 and
1:100. Total naphthalenes, including naphthalene, mono- and di- methylnaphthalenes,
reached a saturation point at 460pg/L (±38 pg/L) above the lowest WAF loading. The
solubility of naphthalene is dependent upon temperature and salinity. In freshwater at
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25°C, the solubility of naphthalene is -3 0 mg/L, while at 5°C, solubility decreases to -15
mg/L. Salinity in the range of 15-45 ppt decreases solubility by 20-40% (May, et al.,
1978; NRC, 1985). Most compounds in crude oil are less soluble than lmg/L, in
seawater (ZoBell, 1969). Absolute naphthalene solubility in water is high relative to the
concentrations in the WAFs in this experiment, so naphthalene did not stop dissolving, it
reached equilibrium based on its concentration in the Statfjord B crude oil (Faksness, et
al., 2004). The concentrations of dissolved naphthalene and methylnaphthalenes in this
study were consistent with others reporting on dissolved crude oil fractions at cold
temperatures (Siron, et al., 1993).
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Figure 5: Naphthalene Concentrations at Each WAF Oil Loading Over 96 Hours.
Although total naphthalenes reached a saturation point, their percent composition
of the WAF varied significantly across all oil loadings (Fig. 6 ). The naphthalenes
accounted for -50% of the WAF in the lowest oil loading and then increase to 60% in the
1:1,000 WAF and from there, decreased with increasing WAF oil loading. Hence, above
the lowest WAF loading (1:10,000), more hydrocarbons dissolved as the WAF loading
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increased. This suggests that naphthalene will be quick to go into solution at 5°C,
regardless of oil volume spilled in the environment, however, as more oil is released into
the water, other hydrocarbons will undergo dissolution more readily. The percentage of
naphthalene in the water column is important because it is the lightest of the polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), hence, the most soluble and bioavailable. The toxicity of
naphthalene has been studied for an array of species (Seuront & Leterme, 2007; Ott, et
al., 1978).
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Figure 6 : Total Naphthalenes as Percent of WAF at Each Oil Loading. Data includes
concentrations from the abiotic controls and the experimental treatments.
Naphthalene is readily soluble, but after it reaches saturation, there is a high
negative correlation (R2=0.82) where the percent of naphthalenes relative to WAF
decreased with increasing WAF loading (Fig. 7). Larger PAHs (e.g., acenapthalene,
fluorene, phenanthrene) were below detection (RDL=13pg/L) in the 1:10,000 and
1:1,000 WAFs, but increased in concentration from the 1:100 to 1:40 WAFs showing
increased dissolution with increased oil loading. Hence, at higher oil loadings, there were
more crude oil constituents dissolved in the seawater, potentially increasing toxic effects.
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Figure 7: Percent Total Naphthalenes to WAF in Abiotic Samples and Experimental
Treatments. Dashed line shows 95% confidence intervals.
The types and concentrations of soluble compounds observed after a spill depends
on the type of oil and physical parameters (e.g., wind, temperature, waves). The
concentrations in this study were within the range of concentrations observed in the water
column after a spill from 10 pg/L to >2,000 pg/L (Mackay & McAuliffe, 1988). Lighter
crude oils have high evaporative fractions, while medium crude oils typically have water
soluble fractions ranging from 10-100 mg/L. The percent of oil that undergoes
dissolution is dependent on the volume spilled, depth of the water, and mixing conditions
during the duration of the spill (Huguenin, et al., 1996). In an experimental release of
100 tons of the Statfjord crude oil (used here), in the North Sea, only 10-15 pg/L were
detected in the top 10 meters of water. After Exxon Valdez, a rapid release of 10.9
million gallons of a North Slope crude, the total petroleum hydrocarbon concentration in
the water column was estimated at 800 pg/L (Wells, et al., 1995; Wolfe, et al., 1994).
After the Ixtoc spill, concentrations were a few mg/L (Mackay & McAuliffe, 1988).
After a spill of 3,960gal (-94 bbls; 15 m3) at Cape Hatt, Baffin Island, Canada,
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concentrations were less than 2 mg/L (Humphrey, et al., 1987). Similar concentrations
were found in a study conducted with a Stafjord Crude mixture with gasoline (1 mg/L
WAF in the water column [ 11 °C] after a spill of 2,640 gal [-63 bbls; 10 m3]), though
some areas measured up to 9 mg/L (Lichtenthaler & Daling, 1985).
Toxicity Analysis - The 96 hour LC50 of total crude oil WAF to Chukchi Sea HNF was
observed at 1,060 pg/L (confidence limits 1,005-1,119 pg/L) based on back calculation
of adjusted percent mortality on a probit scale over log concentration (Fig. 8). This
hydrocarbon concentration is in-between a 1:100 and 1:40 WAF loading. One of the data
points for the 1:10,000 WAF loading had a lower percent mortality than the biotic
controls; the probit value for this was approximated at 1.28 for a 0.01% mortality based
on EPA methods (Mayer, et al., 1992).
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Figure 8 : 96 Hour LC 5 0 ; Log Percent Mortality vs. Concentration. Best fit line (bold
black line) and 95% confidence intervals (dotted black lines). Equation for the line of
best fit: y =8.1 lx -19.537.
Every hydrocarbon has different rates of dissolution and will be found in different
concentrations depending on ambient conditions (e.g., temperature, salinity, volume
spilled), which may potentially affect toxicity (French-McCay, 2009). Naphthalene
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reached a saturation point at 250 pg/L. Total naphthalenes also reached saturation, but
concentrations of dimethylnaphthalenes increased with increasing WAF loading, which
could have caused synergistic effects regarding toxicity. Others have reported acute
toxicity due to naphthalene(s) in the range of 934 pg/L to 5,700 pg/L for a variety of
marine species (Faksness & Brandvik, 2008; de Hoop, et al., 2011).
Overall, mortality was positively correlated with the total increase of soluble
hydrocarbons in the water column. This is consistent with literature stating that
hydrocarbon toxicity in mixtures is additive, depending on the compounds and
concentrations that are bioavailable (Neff, 2002; Wame & Hawker, 1995). Many studies
have examined the toxicity from individual PAHs (e.g., naphthalene) showing they have
narcotic, carcinogenic, and teratogenic effects in multiple species, while studies involving
crude oil have shown that its aromatic hydrocarbons are not the main determinant of
crude oil toxicity, rather it is the combination of compounds in the crude oil (Barron, et
al., 1999). LCso’s from three weathered crude oils had different analyte compositions
between the oils, but similar toxicity ranging from 900-1,500 pg/L total petroleum
hydrocarbons (Barron, et al., 1999; Neff, et al., 2000). The LC 50 calculated in this study
fits within that range.
There are no published LC 50 data for soluble crude oil hydrocarbons to HNF, but
there are some growth inhibition data for ciliates. At an oil dose slightly lower than the
1:40 WAF loading in this toxicity test (concentration reported as percentage of oil in the
culture medium: 2%), there was variation in the growth rates o f freshwater and soil
protists (ciliates), however, the general conclusion was that ciliates could tolerate chronic
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oil exposure (Rogerson & Berger, 1981). After 14 days of exposure, the most susceptible
protists were the smaller pelagic ciliates (e.g., Tetrahymena pyriformis, Colpidium
campylum, Colpoda cucullus), while Uroleptus species saw higher replication rates
(Rogerson & Berger, 1981). One study found that HNF were not inhibited by a WAF
loading of -1:250 (actual concentrations not measured), but there were decreased
abundances of higher trophic level organisms (e.g., ciliates, copepods; Koshikawa, et al.,
2007). This is consistent with the results found in this study where concentrations
correlating to a 1:40 WAF were toxic and exposure to a 1:100 W AF had higher
mortalities than in biotic controls.
There was no statistical difference (p=0.667; Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis Test)
between the percent mortality in the biotic controls versus those in the 1:10,000 WAF,
implying that smaller amounts of soluble hydrocarbons (the lighter fractions, because
they are most soluble and bioavailable) may act as an organic carbon substrate, increasing
bacterial abundances and subsequently HNF abundances, stimulating growth throughout
the microbial food web. The stimulatory effect of hydrocarbons to bacteria has been
thoroughly studied (Brakstad, et al., 2008; Atlas, et al., 1978; Koshikawa, et al., 2007;
Siron, et al., 1993). Concentrations of 260 pg/L total petroleum hydrocarbons in the
North Sea after an oil spill were shown to have no harmful effects on nanoplankton with
some possible biostimulation, which is also consistent with the findings presented here
relating to low concentrations of crude oil hydrocarbons (Lannergren, 1978). An increase
of bacterioplankton was observed after the Prestige oil spill with a total soluble
hydrocarbon concentration of -140 pg/L (Bode, et al., 2006). With an increase in
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bacterial abundances attributed to low concentrations of hydrocarbons, researchers have
observed a concomitant increase of HNF predators reflecting increased carbon transfer
from bacteria to protists (Seuront & Leterme, 2007; Gertler, et al., 2010; Dalby, et al.,
2008; Koshikawa, et al., 2007; Sauret, et al., 2012). Quantification of stimulation,
tolerance, inhibition, and lethality has yet to be determined or standardized (Stoeck &
Edgcomb, 2010) and the extent of toxicity was quantified here to address part of this
issue. It is recommended that the point of transition between stimulation, inhibition and
lethality be better defined especially for cold temperature Arctic conditions where spilled
oil may persist in situ.
It is recommended that this experiment be repeated with additional Arctic and
subarctic marine protists, applying molecular methods to analyze dominant species and
their distribution before and after exposure to crude oil. Mechanisms of toxicity and the
interactions of different soluble hydrocarbons should also be explored. The information
will further our understanding of the effect of spilled crude oil in cold marine
environments on microbial food webs.
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CHAPTER 4

INFLUENCE OF PROTISTS ON BIODEGRADATION OF CRUDE OIL WATER
ACCOMMODATED FRACTIONS IN ARCTIC SEAWATER

ABSTRACT
Increases in oil exploration and vessel traffic in the Arctic have resulted in a
renewed interest in cold temperature biodegradation of soluble crude oil hydrocarbons.
While resource limitations to biodegradation have been observed with nutrients (nitrogen,
phosphorus) and mitigated by biostimulation in lab studies, top down influences on
bacterial biodegradation (e.g., protists) are less well understood. The objective of this
research was to measure biodegradation rates of water accommodated fractions (WAF) of
crude oil in seawater at 5°C in the presence and absence of protists. Biodegradation rates
for total WAF were very slow: 0.011 + 0.0017 and 0.018 + 0.002 weeks'1 with and
without protists, respectively. Protists significantly inhibited (p=0.0040) WAF
biodegradation rates. They lengthened the lag period by ~4 weeks prior to naphthalene
biodegradation, but they had no significant effect (p=0.5146) on its overall rate. Lower
biodegradation rates in the presence of protists are expected unless the oil spilled exceeds
protistan toxicity. In the event of an oil spill in Arctic waters, biodegradation will likely
take a long time, even for compounds that dissolve into seawater and when oxygen is
abundant.
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INTRODUCTION
The threat of an oil spill in Arctic waters is heightened due to projected increases
in oil and natural gas drilling and extraction, coupled with the projected decrease in ice
thickness and extent, resulting in a longer season for vessel traffic (Bird, et al., 2008;
PAME, 2009; Gerdes, et al., 2005). Minor and major oil spills are perpetual issues that
coexist with the extraction, transportation, and refining of crude oil (Fingas, 2001). The
Arctic presents new challenges to spill response with its remoteness, ice cover, inclement
weather, and prolonged periods of darkness. In the event of a spill in Arctic marine
waters, naturally-occurring biodegradation may be one of the mainstays for remediation
(Delille, et al., 1997).
There is extensive literature on biodegradation of petroleum hydrocarbons in
marine environments (Hodson, et al., 1977; Leahy & Colwell, 1990; Prince, 2005;
Varanasi, 1989; Tagger, et al., 1976; McKew, et al., 2007; Atlas, 1981). In non-Arctic
waters, biodegradation can account for up to 30% of hydrocarbon removal (mostly
aliphatic compounds) after a spill with total percentages as high as 1.2% per day. Higher
percent removals occur at higher temperatures and enhanced nutrient concentrations
(Camilli, et al., 2010; Atlas & Hazen, 2011; Hazen, et al., 2010; Campo, et al., 2013).
Generally, biodegradation rates decrease at lower temperatures due to slower metabolic
rates (Brakstad & Bonaunet, 2006). Much of the biodegradation research reports slow to
negligible degradation of cyclic, double-bonded components in crude oil at temperatures
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approaching 0°C and below (Siron, et al., 1993; Siron, et al., 1995; Brakstad & Bonaunet,
2006; Gerdes, et al., 2005). Recent research on biodegradation in the cold (<5°C) sub
sea waters of the Gulf of Mexico during the Deepwater Horizon spill reported fairly rapid
rates (25-90% after 20-42 days) which was attributed to biodegrading microorganisms
being adapted to oil due to the presence of natural seeps (Atlas & Hazen, 2011; Camilli,
et al., 2010; Hazen, et al., 2010; Campo, et al., 2013; Baelum, et al., 2012).
Numerous bacterial species can biodegrade the compounds in crude oil (e.g.,
naphthalene) creating less toxic to non-toxic forms (Brakstad, et al., 2004; Deppe, et al.,
2005; Brakstad & Bonaunet, 2006; Yakimov, et al., 2003; Gerdes, et al., 2005).
Typically, consortia of bacteria have accomplished more mineralization of mixtures of
crude oil hydrocarbons than individual species (Deppe, et al., 2005). Little is known
about the biodegradation potential of indigenous Arctic microbial communities for crude
oil hydrocarbons.
Protists may influence contaminant biodegradation rates by: (1) recycling
essential metals and nutrients or (2) preying on bacteria and thereby keeping their
metabolic rates high (Hahn & Hofle, 2006; Chrzanowski & Simek, 1990; Wright, et al.,
1987; Suzuki, 1999; Stoeck & Edgcomb, 2010; Sherr, et al., 1983; Gertler, et al., 2010;
Tso & Taghon, 1999). Conversely, protists may hinder biodegradation by selectively
preying upon bacteria to such an extent that contaminant biodegradation rates stagnate
(Kota, et al., 1999; Maly, 1978; Cunningham, et al., 2009).
The objective of this research was to measure biodegradation rates and half-lives
of total soluble crude oil hydrocarbons, naphthalene and methylnaphthalenes in WAFs of
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a Norwegian Statfjord B crude oil at 5°C in seawater. The impact of protists on bacterial
biodegradation rates was also quantified. Microbial taxa and abundances of protists and
bacteria in the initial cultures were determined using rRNA nucleotide sequencing and
epifluorescence microscopy. This research expands upon existing cold temperature
biodegradation experiments by factoring out abiotic losses and examining the dynamic
influence of microbial food webs in seawater cultures from Arctic seawater over one
year.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Design - The experiment was static, conducted in the dark (i.e., to prevent
photo-oxidation) at 31 ppt and 5°C in individual microcosms (Lovejoy, et al., 2006). The
methods used were similar to those of a previous cold water biodegradation study
(Faksness, et al., 2011) and standard biodegradation protocols (Pagga, 1997).
Biodegradation was estimated for the soluble fractions of crude oil that would be
observed in the water column after an oil spill (i.e., the water accommodated fractions
[WAF]). WAFs were made based on a method established by the Chemical Response to
Oil Spills: Ecological Effects Research Forum (CROSERF), with input from academics,
industry and government personnel to standardize laboratory methods regarding spilled
oil and toxicity (Singer, et al., 2001). WAFs of 1:1,000 were prepared with oxygen
saturated, sterile seawater at 5°C (Pagga, 1997; Faksness, et al., 2011). This WAF
loading is lower than those shown to cause toxicity to protists (~ 1:40; Chapter 3).
1:1,000 WAFs were chosen based on a previous cold temperature WAF biodegradation
study (Faksness, et al., 2011).
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There was an abiotic control (WAF only), a biotic control (no WAF), and two
experimental conditions of WAF and seawater; one with a full seawater culture (bacteria
and protists) and a protist-free seawater culture. Abiotic controls accounted for losses
such as volatilization. Copper sulfate was used as a biocide in all abiotic controls. Biotic
controls monitored the activity of the microbial community in a system devoid of
contaminants (i.e., reference site). 250 mL glass microcosm bottles with Teflon lined
caps were filled with the appropriate solution (Full Culture WAF, Protist-Free WAF,
Abiotic and Biotic; Table 2).
Table 2: Composition of Microcosms
Volume (mL)
Abiotic
Control
245
0.25
0.75
1.65

Biotic
Control

Full Culture
WAF
245

Protist-Free
W AF
245

-

-

1:1,000 WAF
C uS04a (50 g/L)
Cereal Leaf*5(5 g/L)
0.75
0.75
Sterile Seawater
245
Full Seawater Culture
1.65
1.65
Protist-free SW Culture
aCuSC>4 as the microbial biocide
bCereal Leaf Extract is an organic carbon source amendment
-

-

-

-

0.75
-

1.65

Incubations occurred in a climate controlled room (Environmental Growth
Chambers, Chargrin Falls, OH) at 5± 1°C equipped with an alert notification system.
The experiment was initially designed for six months with sampling weeks mimicking
those of previous cold temperature degradation experiments that showed biodegradation
in that time span (Faksness, et al., 2011). The time frame was lengthened to 51 weeks
based on preliminary calculation of degradation rates during the experimental period,
which showed slower biodegradation rates than anticipated.
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Seawater Cultures - Chukchi Sea water samples collected off the coast of Barrow,
Alaska (71.37048 N, 156.51585 W) were shipped overnight on dry ice to the Coastal
Response Research Center Laboratory at the University of New Hampshire. Seawater
cultures were established by adding 200 mL of the Chukchi Sea water to 500 mL filter
sterilized (through 0.22 pm) seawater. Cultures were maintained at 5°C and 31 ppt in 1L
Erlenmeyer flasks supplied with sterile air and supplemented with an organic carbon
source from cereal leaf extract (5 g/L solution with -115 mgC/L; Sigma Aldrich C7141,
discontinued). Organic carbon concentrations were maintained at -1-2 mg/L in the
culture using the cereal leaf extract to mimic those in the initial seawater sample. 300
mL of the culture was removed each week and replaced with sterile seawater (Caron,
1993; Lee, 1993), at which point cereal leaf extract was added for organic carbon. The
protist-free culture was established using filtration, the antibiotics cycloheximide and
colchicine (Sigma Aldrich C7698, C9754), and subsequent dilution (see Chapter 2).
Cultures with and without protists (Full and Protist-Free, respectively) were monitored
biweekly to ensure abundances were stable prior to their use as inocula for the
biodegradation experiments; stability was ensured by diluting cultures weekly. Neither
culture was pre-exposed to crude oil hydrocarbons prior to the start of the experiment.
Sampling and Analysis - Chemical composition and microbial abundance were
monitored each sampling week (Week 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18, 19, 22, 25, 30, 38,
45, and 51). The contents of two replicate bottles were analyzed; a third bottle was
available if there was high variability between the duplicates (> 31pg/L of the initial
WAF replicates n=4). The water in each bottle was sampled in the following order: pH
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and dissolved oxygen (DO); 25 mL fixed with 10% gluteraldehyde, and stored in a
refrigerator for microbial analysis; and 200 mL for hydrocarbon analysis..
Hydrocarbon analysis was conducted using a Perkin Elmer (Norwalk, CT)
Autosystem Gas Chromatograph equipped with a Flame Ionization Detector (GC-FID)
and a capillary column Rtx® -50; 30 m, 0.32 mmID, 0.5 jxmdf, Crossbond® 100%
methylphenylpolysiloxane phase (#10539; Restek; Bellefonte, PA). Liquid-liquid
extraction protocols followed those of the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection (MADEP, 2004). Each sample was extracted three tim es with 25 mL aliquots
of HPLC grade methylene chloride, dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate, concentrated to
1.0 mL using a Turbo-Vapp II concentrator (Zymark; Hopkinton, MA) and spiked with
10 pL of an internal standard , 1-chlorooctadecane (ACROS ORGANICS; Morris Plains,
NJ) prior to being analyzed with the GC-FID. Concentrations o f WAF, including
unresolved peaks, were calculated by normalizing the total area to the internal standard,
and comparing it to the linear regression from the calibration curve (sum of all
hydrocarbon analytes). Naphthalene was calculated in the same way, but used a linear
regression derived solely from a naphthalene standard. Compounds were cross compared
and confirmed, and emergent peaks (metabolic byproducts) during the experiment were
analyzed (Fiorenza & Ward, 1997) using a Varian CP3800 Gas Chromatography
(GC)/Satum 2200 Mass Spectrometer (MS) system and a DB-5 type capillary column
(Varian Factor Four VF-5ms). There was no standard for phenols, so they are reported as
the ratio of area counts (mV) phenols to area counts (mV) internal standard, 1chlorooctadecane.
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Direct counts of bacteria and protists were determined using acridine orange
(bacteria) and primulin (protists) and epifluorescence microscopy (Sherr, et al., 1993;
Caron, 1983; Sleigh, 1989; Turley, 1993). Bacteria and protists were filtered through
black GC polycarbonate 0.22pm and 0.4 pm filters, respectively (GE Water & Process
Technologies, Feasterville-Trevose, PA). Microbes were counted and averaged for at
least seven whipple grids using a lOOx or 60x objective and immersion oil (n=200-300
bacteria, n=100 protists, respectively). The whole stained area of the slide, or scans of
the stained area (depending on protistan abundance) were scanned using a 60x objective
and immersion oil using a Nikon Eclipse 80i with X-Cite series 120 UV lamp (MVI;
Avon, MA).
The Full and Protist-Free seawater cultures were sampled and bacteria and
protists enumerated at the start of the experiment (t=0). All genomic DNA from 500mL
of the Chukchi seawater culture was extracted in a 65 °C lysis buffer then amplified by
PCR with DyNAzyme™ EXT DNA polymerase (Finnzymes) using the rRNA gene
eukaryotic primers 18S SSU 04 (GCTTGTCTCAAAGATTAAGCC) and 18S SSU
R22 (GCCTGCTGCCTTCCTTGGA); prokaryotic primers 16S
341F (CCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG) and 16S 926R (CCGTCAATTCMTTTGAGTTT).
PCR products were purified using solid phase reversible immobilization (SPRI) and sent
to the Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign for 454 pyrosequencing (Roche/454 Genome Sequencer FLX Titanium),
sequenced bidirectionally. Reads were analyzed with QIIME (Caporaso, et al., 2010).
After quality filtering, the reads (16S-1,571; 18S-719) were clustered with uclust at 97%
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similarity. Taxonomy was assigned with RDP (for 16S) or Silva (for 18S). Phylogeny
was assigned by comparison (>99% similarity) to known species in Genbank, using the
NCBI BLAST database.
Statistical Analysis - The software programs JMP 10 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North
Carolina, USA) and Microsoft Excel were used for all statistical analyses. Multivariate
statistics and linear regressions were used to determine correlations between parameters
related to biodegradation. The use of a biotic control enabled comparison of protistan
and bacterial abundances in the presence of WAF to abundances in an uncontaminated
system using a nonparametric Wilcoxon Test. The use of an abiotic control enabled
calculations of naphthalene biodegradation rates by normalizing for abiotic losses
(Wiedemeier, et al., 1998; Deppe, et al., 2005). Normalized concentrations for
naphthalene, methylnaphthalenes, and total WAF hydrocarbons were plotted against time
for the Full Culture and Protist-Free WAF experiments and fit to zero, first and second
order degradation models (Pagga, 1997; Aronson, et al., 1997; Simkins & Alexander,
1984; Knightes & Peters, 2003; Okpokwasili & Nweke, 2005; Brakstad & Lodeng, 2005;
Gibbs, et al., 1975; Heitkamp, et al., 1987). Lack of fit to those standard biodegradation
models led to nonlinear fitting. Goodness of fit was judged by relative Akaike
information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC). First order
degradation and logistic three parameter (Logistic 3P) models were used (models in
Appendix D). All models were linearly transformed to enable calculation of slopes
(biodegradation rates, k) and half-lives. The equations for each of the logistic models
were linearized by a transformation of concentration plotted versus time.
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y = ln p ^ -l]

(eq.3)

Y= Linearized concentration values for y-axis
Cmax= Upper asymptote from logistic 3P model
Ct= Concentration at time t
An f ’-test was used to test if the biodegradation rates were statistically different than 0.0.
Differences in biodegradation rates due to the absence of protists were compared using
the method of standard least squares (analysis of covariance).
RESULTS
The criteria for biodegradation in these experiments were: (1) decreases in WAF
hydrocarbon concentrations in the full and Protist-Free WAF microcosms after
normalization to losses in Abiotic Controls; (2) the presence of bacteria in the Full and
Protist-Free microcosms and in Biotic Controls; (3) nutrients and DO needed for
biodegradation; (4) a statistically significant decrease in hydrocarbons over time in the
Full and Protist-Free microcosms; and (5) the presence of byproducts observed during
crude oil WAF biodegradation (i.e., phenols).
Controls - No bacteria or protists were detected in the abiotic controls over the 51 weeks.
Hence, any losses in these controls were attributed exclusively to abiotic processes (e.g.,
volatilization). When normalized for differences in calibration curves over time, there
was no significant loss of hydrocarbons in the abiotic controls. Naphthalene, 1methylnaphthalene, and 2-methylnaphthalene had the most resolved peaks in the WAF.
No biodegradation byproducts (i.e., phenols) were detected, also confirming losses
observed were due to abiotic processes. Dissolved oxygen (Fig. 9) was relatively
constant in the abiotic controls.
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Biotic controls were consistently below the MDL for all hydrocarbons over the 51
weeks. No phenols were detected in biotic controls, also confirming absence of
hydrocarbons. Bacteria and protists in biotic controls fluctuated over time, but persisted
over the incubation period, confirming that microbes were capable of surviving in the
microcosms. DO concentrations decreased from 12 to 6 mg DO/L by the end of the
incubations (Fig. 9), which implies microbial respiration was occurring.
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Figure 9: Average DO over Time
Physical and chemical conditions were not limiting biodegradation in the ProtistFree and Full Culture WAFs because they were similar across all conditions, including
controls. Salinity and pH remained constant at ~ 31 ppt and pH 7.0, respectively,
throughout the experiment. Temperature remained constant at ~5°C except for once
during a power outage on Week 8 were temperatures reached, but did not exceed, 6.6°C
for no more than 24 hours. Sulfate levels were consistent for all conditions over the 51
weeks (12,056 + 276 pM). Ammonia was below detection (<0.057 pM) at each
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sampling time (Week 0, 12, 51). Nitrate levels in all controls and experiments were 11.3
± 1.6 pM at Week 0, and ended at the following concentrations in each experiment: biotic
7.26 ±1.14 pM; abiotic 8.87 ±1. 14 pM; Full Culture WAF 6.45 ± 0.0 pM; Protist-Free
WAF 6.45 ± 4.56 pM. There was ample DO and nutrients; nitrates did not decrease
significantly in all of the conditions across time, showing that DO and nutrients were
probably not controlling biodegradation rates. DO in the Full Culture and Protist-Free
WAFs was NSD than in biotic controls. DO was in sufficient concentrations for aerobic
biodegradation to occur (Fig. 9).
Full Culture and Protist-Free WAFs - The hydrocarbon data for the Full and ProtistFree WAFs were normalized to abiotic controls to model losses attributed exclusively to
biodegradation. Normalized WAF data were fit with first order exponential models;
normalized naphthalene data were fit with logistic 3P models (Fig. 10) due to the lag
phases for biodegradation represented by relatively constant naphthalene concentrations
in the first 6 weeks for the Protist-Free WAF and 10 weeks for the Full Culture WAF
experiment. Full Culture WAF replicates had higher deviations than Protist-Free
conditions.
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Figure 10: Normalized WAF and Naphthalene Concentrations. Data fit with first
order and logistic 3P models for Full Culture WAF and Protist-Free WAF experiments.
Shaded region shows 95% confidence intervals. Note different scales on y-axis.
Protists were not detected in the Protist-Free WAF over the 51 weeks (detection
limit lprotist/10 mL), confirming methodology from Chapter 2. Bacteria present in the
Full Culture and Protist-Free WAFs were in high abundances over 51 weeks. In the
presence of WAF, bacterial abundances in the Full Culture and Protist-Free WAF
experiments were significantly higher (p<0.0001) than in the biotic controls (Fig. 11).
There was no significant difference (NSD) between bacterial abundances in the Full and
Protist-Free treatments (p=0.199), implying that the presence of protists did not have a
significant effect on bacterial abundances in the presence of WAF. Protistan abundances
in biotic controls were significantly higher (p<0.0001) than in the Full Culture WAF.
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Figure 11: Bacterial and Protistan Abundances.
The appearance, presence and flux of biodegradation byproducts (e.g., phenolic
compounds; dimethylphenols, ethylphenols, propylphenols, methylethylphenols) were
detected exclusively in the presence of WAF and microbes. Phenols began to appear on
chromatographs by Week 1 and persisted through Week 51, however, the amounts and
number of peaks fluctuated over time. Phenolic production was highest in the Full
Culture WAF experiment around Week 10 and in the Protist-Free WAF experiment
around Week 8 (Chromatograms in Appendix C).
Biodegradation - Biodegradation was observed in Full and Protist-Free conditions for
the WAF, as defined by having a slope significantly different from 0.0 based on an
analysis of variance F test (p= <0.0001 to 0.0384; Table 3). Naphthalene and 2methylnaphthalene biodegradation rates in the presence and absence of protists were not
significantly different (Table 3) based on an analysis of covariance. 1methylnaphthalene, total naphthalenes and WAF biodegradation rates were significantly
different in the presence of protists (Table 3).
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Table 3: Compound(s) Best-Fit Models, Biodegradation Rates (k), and Half-Life for Full Culture (FC) and Protist-Free (PF)

Compound

Naphthalene

1-methylnaphthalene

Biodegradation
rateb, k (weeks*1)

Half-life
(weeks)

Full Culture
Protist-Free

0.08 ±0.014
0.07 ±0.006

41.2 ±11.4
24.5 ± 5.4

p<0.0001
p<0.0001

NSD
p=0.5146

Full Culture

0.008 ±0.0016
0.013 ±0.0017

82.5 ± 10.1
52.9 ±6.7

p<0.0001
p<0.0001

SD
p=0.0346

266.6 ±49.3

p=0.0384

NSD

117.5 ±26.1

p=0.0002

p=0.0796

Best Fit
Model*

Sample

Logistic 3P

First Order

Protist-Free
Full Culture

2-methylnaphthalene

Total Naphthalenes

Total WAF

Difference
Between PF and

Significantly
Different* than
k=0.0

FC Rates

First Order

Protist-Free

0.0026 ±0.002
0.0059 ±0.003
0.013 ±0.0018
0.021 ±0.002

55.0 ± 7.6

p<0.0001

SD

First Order

Full Culture
Protist-Free

33.0 ± 4.9

p<0.0001

p=0.0018

0.011 ±0.0017

62.4 ±8.1

First Order

Full Culture
Protist-Free

0.018 ±0.002

37.7 ± 5 .6

p<0.0001
p<0.0001

SD
p=0.0040

*Best fit nonlinear model was decided by goodness of fit tests, relative AICs and BICs.
a Significant differences were based on p<0.05
bBiodegradation rate is the relative change in concentration per time

Most of the reduction in the WAF resulted from naphthalene biodegradation.
There were strong relationships between naphthalene and WAF in the Full Culture
(r2=0.79, linear) and Protist-Free conditions (r2=0.77, exponential). In addition,
naphthalene decreased in percent of total WAF contribution, while methylnaphthalenes
increased (Fig. 12). Total naphthalenes (naphthalene, 1-, 2 - methylnaphthalenes)
accounted for half of the WAF percentage and slightly decreased over 51 weeks;
unresolved complexes accounted for the rest of the WAF concentration.
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Figure 12: Percent of WAF Represented by Naphthalene, Total naphthalenes, 1Methylnaphthalene, and 2-Methylnaphthalene.
Phylogenetic Analysis - Phylogenetic analysis of the Chukchi Sea culture prior to the
start of the experiment showed bacterial species to be mainly comprised of the classes yProteobacteria, a-Proteobacteria, Flavobacteria, and Sphingobacteria (Table 4).
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Table 4: Bacteria in Chukchi Sea Cultures. Table is organized in decreasing relative
Phylum
Proteobacteria

Class
y-Proteobacteria

a-Proteobacteria

Bacteroidetes

6-Proteobacteria
(i-Proteobacteria
Flavobacteria
Sphingobacteria

Planctomycetes
Actinobacteria Actinobacteria
Chloroflexi
Anaerolineae
Firmicutes
Bacilli
Verrucomicrobia

Order
Oceanospirillales

Family
Oleiphilaceae
OM60
Alteromonadales
Alteromonadaceae
Colwelliaceae
Pseudomonadales
Pseudomonadaceae
Legionellales
Coxiellaceae
Rhodobacterales
Rhodobacteraceae
Hyphomonadaceae
Rhizobiales
Hyphomicrobiaceae
Phyllobacteriaceae
Sphingomonadales Erythrobacteraceae
Rhodospirillales
Rhodospirillaceae
Myxococcales
Nannocystaceae
Methylophilales
Methylophilaceae
Flavobacteriales
Flavobacteriaceae
Sphingobacteriales Saprospiraceae
Acidimicrobiales
Actinomycetales

JdFBGBact
Microbacteriaceae

Bacillales

Bacillaceae

General taxa of eukaryotic species sequenced in the initial Chukchi seawater
cultures prior to inoculation were clustered in two main branches separating heterotrophic
flagellates and fungi. Many species matched clones from uncultured species, and
infrequently matched sequences more specific than the order or genus level. Flagellate
phylotypes were clustered in Stramenopiles (Chrysophyceae, Pedinellales, Spumella),
Rhizaria (Cercozoa), Telonomea and uncultured marine eukaryotes. The fungal
phylotypes were clustered under Basidiomycota (Cryptococcus, Malassezia, Wallemia),
Streptophyta, and Ascomycota (Aspergillus, Lecophagus, Saccharomyces); amoebae were
Vermistella. Many of the taxa identified have species that reside in a predatory,
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flagellated stage, which is consistent with what was observed with epifluorescence
microscopy.
Morphologically, there were two main protists in the biotic cultures, both were
circular (~5pm cell length), one with one long flagellum and the other with two flagella
(one short, one long; photomicrographs in Appendix D). These flagellates were the main
contributors of the flagellate “bloom” observed in the biotic controls during Week 2 and
they persisted throughout the 51 weeks, but in lower numbers. The protists in the biotic
controls established higher diversity towards the end of the 51 weeks where the
community dominated by those two flagellates shifted to a community with larger
protists possessing more intricate flagella and extracellular structures (photomicrographs
in Appendix D). The main two flagellated species in the Full Culture WAF were
morphologically similar, but in lower abundances than those in the biotic. There was also
less diversity in the Full Culture WAF.
DISCUSSION
Biodegradation - Biodegradation was observed in the presence and absence of
protists at 5°C. After a year, ~60% and 95% of the WAF from crude oil was biodegraded
by the Chukchi Sea cultures with and without protists, respectively. Most of the
biodegradation of the WAF occurred for naphthalene and unresolved complexes in the
WAF, with slower biodegradation of 1-methylnaphthalene and 2-methylnaphthalene,
respectively. This is consistent with prior research showing preferential biodegradation
for smaller molecular weight compounds in a range of environments from sediment to
Arctic marine waters and estuarine waters (Daugulis & McCracken, 2003; Deppe, et al.,
2005; Coulon, et al., 2007; Kanaly & Harayama, 2000). Faster biodegradation rates are
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usually reported for the aliphatic (branched) compounds in crude oil, while the cyclic,
double-bonded hydrocarbons are biodegraded more slowly (Gerdes, et al., 2005; Campo,
et al., 2013). Minimal biodegradation of methylnaphthalenes, as observed in this
research, has been attributed to decreased solubility and molecular diffusivity and the
position of the alkyl group, which can block target sites for degrading enzymes
(Wardlaw, et al., 2011).
The appearance, presence and change (number of peaks and concentration [mV])
of biodegradation byproducts over time were only detected in the presence of WAF and
microbes, which confirms microbial biodegradation of hydrocarbons (Kunapuli, et al.,
2008). Atlas (1975) noted an increase of polar components during degradation that
resulted from biotransformation of hydrocarbons, which is reflected with the
accumulation of phenols during the first 10 weeks in this study. Phenol production in oil
contaminated systems has been shown to result from photo-oxidation (Larson, et al.,
1977) and biodegradation, mainly of monocyclic aromatics (Neff, 2002; Faksness, et al.,
2011; Fiorenza & Ward, 1997). The pattern of phenol emergence and disappearance is
similar to previous studies conducted by Faksness, et al., (2011). With a 1:10,000 WAF
at 5°C, they observed phenol peak concentrations at ~5 weeks. Phenols are byproducts
during the biodegradation of monocyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (e.g., benzene, toluene,
ethylene, xylene), which is why the production of phenols in this study did not appear to
influence biodegradation rates of naphthalene or total WAF (Fiorenza & Ward, 1997;
MPCA, 2006). Monocyclic aromatic hydrocarbons were not quantified in this study, but
di- and tri-methylbenzenes were detected via GC-MS. Biodegradation rates from studies
conducted at cold, polar temperatures are fairly conclusive (Table 5) that lower
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temperature has an inhibition effect on biodegradation rates, specifically with larger
molecular weight compounds. The actual rates vary and the range is anywhere from days
to years for various crude oils and individual hydrocarbons (Atlas, 1975; Atlas, 1976;
Colwell, et al., 1978; Minas & Gunkel, 1995; Brakstad, et al., 2004; Siron, et al., 1995;
Deppe, et al., 2005).
The rates calculated in this study are on the slower end of the listed values in
Table 5. Slow to negligible biodegradation rates can result from: (1) hydrocarbon
complexity, (2) low nutrient or dissolved oxygen concentrations, (3) lack of pre-exposed
microorganisms (Prince, 2005; Leahy & Colwell, 1990) and/or low microbial
abundances, (4) low temperatures, and (5) protistan impacts. Conversely, biodegradation
rates may be inflated if abiotic losses are included.
Nutrient concentrations in this study are typical of what has been observed in
Arctic marine waters (Dieckmann, et al., 1991; Wheeler, et al., 1997). Low nutrient
concentrations can limit biodegradation of hydrocarbons (Robertson, et al., 1973;
Medina-Bellver, et al., 2005; Roling, et al., 2002), but is not a factor in the slow
biodegradation reported here. Nitrate concentrations in all conditions decreased, but
none were depleted, postulating that the nitrates were not the limiting factor for
biodegradation; DO was in ample supply and was probably not a limiting factor either.
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Table 5: Comparison of Full (FC) and Protist-Free (PF) to Previously Reported Percent Hydrocarbon Depletions

Percent
Duration of Loss/
Experiment Week1

Initial
Concentration
or Loading
Ratio

Environment

Reference

Crude Oil
Type

Compound(s)
Reported

Temperature
(°C)

Depletion
(%)

Statfjord

Naphthalene

5

FC: 60.5*
PF: 94.9

51

1.18
1.86

1:1,000

Seawater

This Study

Statfjord

WAF

5

FC: 40.1
PF: 63.3

51

0.79
1.24

1:1,000

Seawater

This Study

Naphthalenes (C0C3)

5.9-74

1:10,000

Seawater

(Brakstad, et al.,
2004)

Seawater

(Brakstad &
Bonaunet, 2006)*

700 m gL

Seawater

(Campo, et al.,
2013)b

900 m gL

Estuarine
Waters

(Coulon, et al.,
2007)

100 m gL

Seawater

(Baelum, et al.,
2012)

2,000-7,200
m gkg
sediment

Marine
shorelines
(surface
sediments)

(Bragg, et al.,
1994)

Statfjord
Statfjord
South
Louisiana
Crude

Naphthalene and
methylnaphthalenes

5

Alkanes

5

Weathered
Forties

TPH

4

Macondo

TPH; mostly
Alkanes

5

TPH

Ambient
Prince
William
Sound*

Weathered
Alaska
North
Slope

0*
<10

87

15

25

10-45.8'

42 days
56 days

<1.25

42 days

14.5

90 days

1.17

20 days

1 year

8.75

0.190.88

1:2,000

North Sea
Oil fields

Pnidhoe

N ap h th d e n e _

_

TPH

___

_

4

__ -100^

Arctic
Summer
Conditions*

_ 25f_

^28days

_ 2 5 ___

_2 months_ _ 3.13 _

Weathered
North Sea
Forties__________ TPH___________ 5_________ 56[_____ 50 days

7.84

_1:50 __

1:100

110-130 mg11

_S eaw ater

(Deppe, et al.,
2005)

Seawater

(Atlas,1976_)

Seawater

(Gilbert &
Higgins, 1978)

1Percent loss per week was calculated from the information in this table it was not reported in studies and is used as a means of
standardizing for comparison purposes
*0% degraded implies there was no significant degradation relative to abiotic controls
1 Percent loss for this study was approximated using linear models of percent compound(s) remaining over time.
bPAHs were also tested, losses were not quantified, just listed as “much less" than 80% after 11-12 days
c Estimated after assuming 30% loss of volatiles after oil spill
dAmple nutrient supply
*Temperature not reported
fTotal loss including abiotic losses
(Depletion from oil on Fluoitex fabric
bAdded to fabrics and released in open water

Biodegradation rates can be slower due to a bacterial acclimation to
hydrocarbons. Lag phases prior to rapid biodegradation are common at lower
temperatures, in relatively pristine waters, and when bacterial abundances are low (Ward
& Brock, 1976). Pre-exposure to hydrocarbons can increase biodegradation rates by
shortening bacterial adaptation time (Leahy & Colwell, 1990). Bacteria that select for
hydrocarbons and are well known biodegraders compose small percentages (<1%) of
total bacterial populations in pristine waters (Delille, et al., 1998; Margesin & Schinner,
1999). The time for them to grow to high enough abundance to biodegrade hydrocarbons
may result in a lag period. Areas that are more accustomed to crude oil hydrocarbons
from natural seeps (e.g., Gulf of Mexico) have shorter lag periods and higher
biodegradation rates relative to pristine areas, although the effect is negligible when
nutrients are added (Sauret, et al., 2012). The sample from the Chukchi Sea that was
cultured for this study was relatively pristine and cultured for 10 months prior to
inoculation, which may explain the longer lag period and the slow biodegradation rates.
Issues in Comparing Data with Other Studies - In this study, abiotic losses were
excluded from reported biodegradation rates by normalization to abiotic controls. Some
previous biodegradation rates have not included abiotic controls (noted in table) or
abiotic controls have had viable bacteria in them (Faksness, et al., 2011). There are many
ways of accounting for abiotic losses in biodegradation experiments including: having
poisoned or sterile abiotic controls (this study, Eriksson, et al., 2001; Kota, et al., 1999;
Stewart, et al., 1993), normalizing to hopane (Campo, et al., 2013) and tracking
radiolabeled carbons (Aelion & Norman, 2010). The use of poisoned abiotic controls is a
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common method of normalizing for abiotic losses, especially for WAFs, where hopane
may not be present.
Comparison of biodegradation rates or loss percentages is also difficult due to the
variety of methods employed in biodegradation studies. Issues confounding comparison
of biodegradation studies include different oils or individual compounds tested,
measurements of biodegradation (e.g., respiration, oxygen consumption, concentration
per time, microbial growth rate/utilization), microbes used (e.g., pure cultures, individual
isolates, environmental samples), initial nutrient concentrations (e.g., culture media,
amendments), and reporting rates. If the goal of oil biodegradation studies is to predict
behavior in situ, then a formal protocol should be established upon agreement by a wide
segment of the research community to help advance our achievement of that goal. This
would include not only laboratory scale microcosm studies, but also those in mesocosms
and in the field.
Influence of Protists - In previous food web studies requiring protist-free cultures,
complete exclusion of protists has proven difficult, removing only specific sized protists
or decreasing abundances (Adamczewski, et al., 2010; Sherr, et al., 1986). It was
possible to study the influence of protists on biodegradation rates due the protist-free
method employed and lack of detection of protists in Protist-Free WAF conditions over
the incubation period.
Protists slowed overall biodegradation of total WAF, 1-methylnaphthalene and
total naphthalenes but not naphthalene and 2-methylnaphthalene. Biodegradation rates
for just naphthalene were not significantly different in the presence and absence of
protists, however, the presence of protists negatively influenced the lag period prior to
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significant biodegradation of naphthalene by lengthening it - 4 weeks. There was NSD
between bacterial abundances or other factors (e.g., DO, nutrients) in Full and ProtistFree WAF conditions. This left protists as the only difference, indicating their presence
as the explanation for the lag prior to biodegradation. During an oil spill in Arctic marine
waters, biodegradation rates in the presence of protists would be more representative of
actual in situ rates. Protistan toxicity is incurred at WAF concentrations exceeding
-1,060 pg/L (Chapter 3). Unless WAF hydrocarbon concentrations are consistently
higher than that LC 50 (i.e., from a continual spill not a single release where
concentrations are rapidly physically diluted), protists will probably be present and could
contribute to slower biodegradation rates.
Bacterial abundances in the biotic controls were significantly lower than in the
conditions with Full and Protist-Free WAFs, consistent with significant abundance
differences of bacteria in a study conducted at 4°C (Coulon, et al., 2007). Others have
found correlations between presence of hydrocarbons and bacterial abundance increases
with community composition shifts, and concomitant HNF increases (Zarda, et al., 1998;
Dalby, et al., 2008). In this study, bacterial abundances increased in the presence of
WAF, but protists had little influence on the size of the bacterial population. HNF were
in greater abundances over the 51 weeks in the biotic controls than in the Full Culture
WAF experiments; this is consistent with prior studies showing lower HNF in the
presence of hydrocarbons (Koshikawa, et al., 2007).
Dominant bacterial taxa in Arctic seawater are species in the y- and aproteobacteria, Cytophaga-Flavobacterium and the Actinobacteria groups (Brakstad, et
al., 2008; Brinkmeyer, et al., 2003), all of which were dominant in the seawater culture
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used in this experiment. Many of the sequences identified from the Chukchi seawater
culture have been found in the Arctic environment before. Some isolates match those of
known oil biodegrading species (e.g., Oceanospirillales, Pseudomonadales,
Alteromonadales, Flavobacteriales, Sphingobacteriales), confirming the biodegradation
potential in the Arctic, as well as corroborating the degradation of soluble crude oil
hydrocarbons found in this experiment. A variety of yeasts and filamentous fungi are
also important biodegraders (Atlas, 1981). Strains within Saccharomyces and
Aspergillus, both genera that were sequenced in the Chukchi culture, have been identified
as hydrocarbon biodegraders (Walker, et al., 1975; Atlas, 1981; Prince, 2005).
Genetic sequencing of 18S partial RNA in the Chukchi Sea culture revealed
dominant genera of bacteria and protists to be consistent with those in previous studies in
the Arctic (Lovejoy, et al., 2006). Some of the dominant protistan taxa in the polar
oceans are Cryptophytes, Dinoflagellates, Haptophytes, Chrysophytes, Pransinophyceae,
Chlorophytes, Euglenids, Choanoflagellates, Kinetoplastids, and unknown protists with
sequences closest to Pseudopedinella and Spumella (Lovejoy, et al., 2006). Diversity of
protists after oil spills has shown population shifts from predominantly diatoms to smaller
flagellates (Vargo, et al., 1982; Dalby, et al., 2008), which was observed with the static
presence of the two small flagellated species in the presence of WAF.
Overall, the results of this study indicated that protists have a neutral to negative
effect on hydrocarbon biodegradation rates in Arctic marine waters, but the full
interaction effects of crude oil hydrocarbon mixtures and the microbial food web needs to
be more thoroughly investigated. The mechanism for the negative impacts is not known,
but for other studies (Gertler, et al., 2010; Cunningham, et al., 2009; Kota, et al., 1999)
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they have been attributed to direct predation of bacterial biodegraders. Bacterial
biodegradation is influenced by top-down (predation) or bottom-up (resource) controls
(Littler, et al., 2006). When a system is low in nutrients or dissolved oxygen,
biodegradation may be limited by bottom-up controls. Bottom-up control in this research
did not explain the slow rates. The influence of protists implies top-down control of
biodegradation of crude oil WAF in this research. Future research is definitely needed in
this area.
APPLICABILITY. CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS
Biodegradation can be a major contributor to oil spill remediation in the marine
environment, but the extent of its effectiveness is spill dependent. Microbial taxa that
biodegrade crude oil hydrocarbons are present in the Arctic marine environment, and,
based on this study, they do biodegrade WAF hydrocarbons, however, the rates at 5°C
are slow. The presence of protists will likely negatively impact W AF biodegradation
rates. Of course, during a spill in situ, weathering processes such as biodegradation
would be coupled with abiotic processes that are likely to reduce hydrocarbon
concentrations more rapidly (hours to days versus many weeks). Hence, the
disappearance of WAF over time may be controlled more by abiotic processes such as
dispersion than by biodegradation.
Future biodegradation studies in Arctic marine waters should analyze different
oils for their toxicity, fate and effects (i.e., biodegradation) vis-a-vis abiotic controls.
Microbial species analysis, classifying taxa at the species level and community
composition is also important to provide baseline data prior to the inevitable spill in this
environment.
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CH A PTER 5

BIODEGRADATION O F CRUDE O IL W A TER A C CO M M O D A TED
FRACTIONS IN SIM ULATED SEA IC E BR IN E CHANNELS AND TH E
PRESEN C E O F PR O TISTS
ABSTRACT
Increased petroleum development and vessel traffic in the Arctic pose an
increased risk of oil spills. If spills occur in the fall, oil may become encapsulated in sea
ice as it grows. This research determined biodegradation rates (k) of the water
accommodated fractions (WAF) of crude oil hydrocarbons at three temperatures (5, 0,
and -5°C) that occur in Arctic waters (5 and 0°C) and within sea ice brine channels (5°C). The influence of protists on biodegradation was also examined. Rates decreased
with decreasing temperature and increasing hydrocarbon complexity (naphthalene k > 1methylnaphthalene k > 2-methylnaphthalene k). Slow biodegradation was observed at
5°C and 0°C, mostly of naphthalene (k = 0.0838 ± 0.014 to 0.0324 ± 0.017weeks_l). The
rates at -5°C were not significantly different from zero. The results suggested that
hydrocarbons released into brine channels from crude oil encapsulated into sea ice will
persist until spring thaw. Once in seawater, biodegradation will occur, albeit slowly
(half-life =62 ± 8 weeks). The presence of protists consistently slowed biodegradation at
5°C and 0°C, but the effect was not always significant. The influence of protists was
mitigated with decreasing temperature.
Keywords: Arctic oil biodegradation, crude oil water accommodated fractions, protists
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INTRODUCTION
The threat of an oil spill in Arctic waters is heightened due to projected increases
in drilling and extraction of crude oil and natural gas, coupled with the projected decrease
in ice thickness and extent, providing a longer season for vessel traffic (Gerdes, et al.,
2005; Fingas, 2001). Arctic marine waters are cold (typically <10°C) and the brine in sea
ice can decrease to -20°C (Brakstad & Bonaunet, 2006; Faksness & Brandvik, 2008). In
the event of a spill during the colder fall and winter months, oil may become
encapsulated in sea ice when it is forming (Engelhardt, 1985). Weathering processes
(e.g., evaporation, emulsification, dissolution, dispersion, photo-oxidation, sedimentation,
biodegradation) are typically retarded in cold environments, especially for oil
encapsulated in ice (Robertson, et al., 1973; Ward & Brock, 1978; Atlas, 1981; Atlas, et
al., 1978; Gerdes, et al., 2005; Engelhardt, 1985). Some hydrocarbons in the
encapsulated oil may dissolve into brine channels and be transported through them
(Martin, 1979; Faksness & Brandvik, 2008). Biodegradation of these dissolved
constituents may be the only means to prevent their re-release into seawater during spring
thaw (Delille, et al., 1997).
Biodegradation of petroleum hydrocarbons is quite common, as they can be used
as a sole source of energy or gratuitously during co-metabolism (Atlas, 1995; Leahy &
Colwell, 1990; Bauer & Capone, 1988; Tagger, et al., 1976; Prince, 2005). There is
extensive literature on biodegradation of petroleum hydrocarbons in marine environments
(Hodson, et al., 1977; Leahy & Colwell, 1990; Prince, 2005; Varanasi, 1989; Tagger, et
al., 1976; McKew, et al., 2007; Atlas, 1981; Baelum, et al., 2012; Coulon, et al., 2007;
Medina-Bellver, et al., 2005), but very little is conducted at cold temperatures with an
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even smaller fraction of that research simulating ice conditions (Deppe, et al., 2005;
Delille, et al., 1998; Brakstad & Bonaunet, 2006; Atlas, et al., 1978; Atlas, 1975;
Engelhardt, 1985). Biodegradation rates typically decrease with decreasing temperature
due to slower metabolic rates (Brakstad & Bonaunet, 2006). In many environments (e.g.,
soil, sediments, seawater), the threshold temperature for biodegradation is reported at
~0°C (Siron, et al., 1995; Brakstad & Bonaunet, 2006). Filler, et al. (2008) reported
biodegradation in soils at subzero temperatures. Overall, subzero temperatures are cited
as a limiting factor to biodegradation of hydrocarbons in marine environments, though
this has yet to be significantly validated (Brakstad, et al., 2008).
Sea ice provides a unique environment where liquid waters exist at low
temperatures because of the high salinities in brine channels. A consortium of microbial
species from algae (e.g., diatoms), to bacteria and eukaryotic predators (Krembs, et al.,
2000; Gradinger & Ikavalko, 1998; Dieckmann, et al., 1991) has been reported in these
channels. Most of the bacterial taxa found in Arctic seawater are also in brine channels.
Dominant groups include: y1 and a-proteobacteria, Cytophaga-Flavobacterium and the
Actinobacteria (Brakstad, et al., 2008; Brinkmeyer, et al., 2003). Some of the dominant
protistan taxa in the polar oceans are Cryptophytes, Dinoflagellates, Haptophytes,
Chrysophytes, Pransinophyceae, Chlorophytes, Euglenids, Choanoflagellates, and
Kinetoplastids, as well as unknown protists with sequences closest to Pseudopedinella
and Spumella (Lovejoy, et al., 2006).
The impact of protists on biodegradation can be positive or negative (Dalby, et al.,
2008; Rogerson & Berger, 1983; Cunningham, et al., 2009). One common way protists
significantly influence bacterial mortality and community composition is by selectively
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preying on bacteria (Hahn & Hofle, 2006; Chrzanowski & Simek, 1990; Wright, et al.,
1987), keeping bacterial metabolic rates high (Gertler, et al., 2010; Suzuki, 1999; Tso &
Taghon, 1999; Stoeck & Edgcomb, 2010). They also increase bacterial growth by
recycling metals and essential nutrients (Hahn & Hofle, 2006; Chrzanowski & Simek,
1990; Wright, et al., 1987; Suzuki, 1999; Stoeck & Edgcomb, 2010; Sherr, et al., 1983;
Gertler, et al., 2010; Tso & Taghon, 1999). However, protists can also hinder
biodegradation by selectively preying upon bacteria that degrade contaminants (Maly,
1978; Kota, et al., 1999).
The objectives of this research were to calculate biodegradation rates and half-life
values for water accommodated fractions (WAF) of crude oil at 5°C, 0°C and -5°C and
analyze the rates for significant differences supporting the hypothesis that colder
temperatures reduce biodegradation. The impact of protists on bacterial biodegradation
was also studied by rendering some microcosms protist-free. Microcosms containing
WAF from a Norwegian crude oil and microbes from a Chukchi Sea culture were
incubated at each temperature over 40-51 weeks. The results indicated that
biodegradation is very slow to non-existent for the crude oil WAFs and that protists have
little effects on the rates at lower temperatures (0 and -5°C).
M ATERIALS AND M ETH O D S
Experim ental Design - Conditions within Arctic sea ice brine channels and seawater
were mimicked using 250 mL microcosm bottles with Teflon-lined caps (Table 6).
Incubations were conducted in the dark to prevent photo-oxidation of the hydrocarbons.
The methods for this biodegradation experiment were similar to those of previous
experiments on cold water biodegradation of soluble crude oil hydrocarbons (Faksness, et
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al., 2011) and standard protocols for biodegradation research (Pagga, 1997). Abiotic
controls accounted for losses such as volatilization. Biotic controls monitored the
microbial community in a system devoid of contaminants (e.g., reference site). WAFs
were made based on a protocol established by the Chemical Response to Oil Spills:
Ecological Effects Research Forum (CROSERF), with input from academics, industry
and government personnel to standardize laboratory methods regarding spilled oil and
toxicity (Singer, et al., 2001). WAFs of 1:1,000 (v/v oikseawater) were prepared with
oxygen saturated, sterile seawater at 5°C and acclimated to the experimental temperature
(0,-5°C) to mimic concentrations and temperatures tested in previous biodegradation
studies (Pagga, 1997; Faksness, et al., 2011).
Table 6: Composition of Microcosms
Volume (mL)
Abiotic
245
0.25
0.75
1.65

Biotic

1:1,000 WAF
C uS04a (50 g/L)
Cereal Leal* (5 g/L)
Sterile Seawater
Full Seawater Culture
Protist-free SW Culture
aCuSC>4 = microbial biocide
bCereal Leaf Extract = organic carbon
& Berger, 1981)
-

Full Culture
WAF
245

-

Proti st-Free
WAF
245

-

-

-

0.75
245
1.65
-

0.75

0.75

-

-

1.65
-

-

1.65

source amendment (Aldrett, et al., 1997; Rogerson

Microcosms were kept in incubators (± 1°C; Thermo Scientific, Model 3721,
Marietta, OH; Environmental Growth Chambers, Chagrin Falls, OH) equipped with an
alert notification system. The experiment was initially designed for six months with
sampling weeks mimicking those of previous cold temperature experiments that showed
biodegradation occurring within that time span (Faksness, et al., 2011). However, the
time frame was lengthened to >40 weeks based on calculation of degradation rates during
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the experimental period. The incubations were conducted for at least 10 months (i.e.,
longer than the duration the first year Arctic sea ice).
Microbial Cultures - Seawater cultures were established from Chukchi Sea water
samples collected off the coast of Barrow, Alaska (71.37048 N, 156.51585 W). Cultures
were maintained at 5°C and 31 ppt in Erlenmeyer flasks supplied with sterile air and
supplemented with a nutrient and organic carbon source from cereal leaf extract (5 g/L
solution with -115 mgC/L; Sigma Aldrich C7141, discontinued). Organic carbon levels,
maintained at -1-2 mg/L in the culture using the cereal leaf extract, mimicked those in
the initial seawater sample; supplements of cereal leaf extract were provided during each
weekly culture dilution. A Protist-Free culture was made using filtration, the antibiotics
cycloheximide and colchicine (Sigma Aldrich C7698, C9754), and dilution (Chapter 2).
The Full and Protist-Free seawater cultures were split and acclimated to -5°C (100
psu) and 0°C (31 psu) over a few months. [N.B., Salinities (psu) are those typically
found in brine channels at these temperatures in Arctic sea ice (Faksness, et al., 2011)].
During the acclimation period, the temperature was decreased weekly (with simultaneous
salinity adjustments for the -5°C condition). Salinity adjustments were made using
aquarium sea salts (Instant Ocean Sea Salt; United Port Group; Cincinnati, OH). 100 psu
brines were mixed with a magnetic stirrer at room temperature until the salts dissolved.
Then, the water was fdter sterilized and the brine was acclimated to -5°C prior to being
injected into the cultures. The start of the experiments at different conditions (-5, 0, 5°C)
was staggered to allow the cultures to be properly acclimated to each temperature.
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Chukchi cultures, with and without protists, were monitored biweekly to ensure
abundances were consistent over time prior to being used as the inoculum for the
biodegradation experiments. Neither culture was pre-exposed to crude oil hydrocarbons.
All genomic DNA from 500mL of the Chukchi seawater culture was extracted in
a 65°C lysis buffer then amplified by PCR with DyNAzyme™ EXT DNA polymerase
(Finnzymes) using the rRNA gene eukaryotic primers 18S SSU 04
{GCTTGTCTCAAAGATTAAGCO and 18S SSU R22 (GCCTGCTGCCTTCCTTGGA),
prokaryotic primers 16S 341F (CCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG) and 16S
926R (CCGTCAATTCMl 7 7 GAG 17 1'). PCR products were purified using solid phase
reversible immobilization (SPRI) and sent to the Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for 454 pyrosequencing (Roche/454
Genome Sequencer FLX Titanium), sequenced bidirectionally. Reads were analyzed
with QIIME (Caporaso, et al., 2010). After quality filtering, the reads (16S-1,571; 18S719) were clustered with uclust at 97% similarity. Taxonomy was assigned with RDP
(for 16S) or Silva (for 18S). Phylogeny was assigned by comparison (>99% similarity)
to known species in Genbank, using the NCBI BLAST database.
Sampling and Analysis - During each sampling event, the chemical composition and
microbial abundance were monitored using two replicate bottles; a third bottle was
available if there was high variability between the replicates. The water in each bottle
was sampled as follows: 10 mL for pH and dissolved oxygen (D.O.); 25 mL fixed with
10% gluteraldehyde and stored in a refrigerator for microbial analysis; and 200 mL for
hydrocarbon analysis.
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Hydrocarbon analysis was conducted using a Perkin Elmer (Norwalk, CT)
Autosystem Gas Chromatograph equipped with a Flame Ionization Detector (GC-FID)
and a capillary column Rtx® -50; 30 m, 0.32 mmID, 0.5 pmdf, Crossbond® 100%
methylphenylpolysiloxane phase (#10539; Restek; Bellefonte, PA). Liquid-liquid
extraction protocols followed those of the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection (MADEP, 2004). Each sample was extracted three times with 25 mL aliquots
of HPLC grade methylene chloride, dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate, concentrated to
1.0 mL using a Turbo-Vapp II concentrator (Zymark; Hopkinton, MA) and spiked with
10 pL of an internal standard , 1-chlorooctadecane (ACROS ORGANICS; Morris Plains,
NJ) prior to being analyzed with the GC-FID. Concentrations o f WAF, including
unresolved peaks, were calculated by normalizing the total area to the internal standard,
and comparing those to the linear regression from the calibration curve (sum of all
hydrocarbon analytes). Naphthalene concentrations were calculated in the same way, but
used a linear regression derived solely from naphthalene standards. Compounds were
cross compared and confirmed, and peaks that appeared during the experiment were
analyzed and defined using a Varian CP3800 Gas Chromatography (GC)/Satum 2200
Mass Spectrometer (MS) system and a DB-5 type capillary column (Varian Factor Four
VF-5ms). There was no standard for phenols, so these data are reported as the ratio of
area counts (mV) phenols to area counts (mV) internal standard, 1-chlorooctadecane.
Direct counts of bacteria and protists were determined using acridine orange
(bacteria) and primulin (protists) and epifluorescence microscopy (Sherr, et al., 1993;
Caron, 1983; Sleigh, 1989). Bacteria and protists were filtered through black GC
polycarbonate 0.22 pm and 0.4 pm filters, respectively (GE W ater & Process
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Technologies, Feasterville-Trevose, PA). Microbes were counted and averaged for at
least seven whipple grids using a lOOx or 60x objective and immersion oil (n=200-300
bacteria, n=100 protists, respectively). The whole stained area o f the slide, or scans of
the stained area (depending on protistan abundance) were examined using a 60x objective
and immersion oil with a Nikon Eclipse 80i with X-Cite series 120 UV lamp (MVI;
Avon, MA).
Statistical Analysis - The software programs JMP 10 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North
Carolina, USA) and Microsoft Excel were used for all statistical analysis. The use of a
biotic control enabled comparison of protistan and bacterial abundances in the presence
of WAF to abundances in an uncontaminated (biotic control) system. The use of an
abiotic control enabled calculations of biodegradation rates by normalizing for abiotic
losses (Wiedemeier, et al., 1998; Deppe, et al., 2005). Normalized concentrations for
napthalene, methylnaphthalenes and total WAF hydrocarbons were plotted over time and
fit with zero, first and second order degradation models (Pagga, 1997; Aronson, et al.,
1997; Simkins & Alexander, 1984; Knightes & Peters, 2003; Okpokwasili & Nweke,
2005). If none were a good fit, then the data were fit to nonlinear curves. Goodness of fit
was judged by relative Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information
criterion (BIC). Logistic three parameter (logistic 3P) models and first order degradation
models were used (Brakstad & Lodeng, 2005; Gibbs, et al., 1975; Simkins & Alexander,
1984; Heitkamp, et al., 1987; Knightes & Peters, 2000). All models were linearly
transformed to enable calculation of slopes (biodegradation rates, k) and half-lives. An
F-test was used to test if the biodegradation rates were statistically different than 0.0.
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Differences in biodegradation rates across the three temperatures and in the absence of
protists were compared using the method of standard least squares.
Significant differences (p<0.05) among bacterial and protist abundances were
assessed using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Differences in abundances were analyzed
within and between temperatures for controls, Full Culture WAF, and Protist-Free WAF
over time.
RESULTS
Temperature and salinity influenced solubility of individual and total
hydrocarbons, yielding decreasing concentrations at lower temperatures. The criteria for
biodegradation in these experiments were: (1) decreases in WAF hydrocarbon
concentrations in the full and Protist-Free WAF microcosms after normalization to losses
in Abiotic Controls; (2) the presence of bacteria in the Full and Protist-Free microcosms
and in Biotic Controls; (3) nutrients and DO needed for biodegradation; (4) a statistically
significant decrease in hydrocarbons over time in the Full and Protist-Free microcosms ;
and (5) the presence of byproducts observed during crude oil W AF biodegradation (i.e.,
phenols).
Controls - No bacteria or protists were detected in the abiotic microcosms over the
incubation period, thus, any losses were assumed to represent abiotic losses. When
normalized for differences in calibration curves over time, there was no significant loss of
hydrocarbons in the abiotic controls at any temperature. The most resolved WAF peaks
were naphthalene, 1-methylnaphthalene, and 2-methylnaphthalene. No biodegradation
byproducts (i.e., phenols) were detected in the abiotic controls, confirming losses
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incurred were probably due to abiotic means. Initial DO concentrations were 12 mg/L in
abiotic controls at every temperature and never went below 8 mg/L.
Biotic controls were consistently below the Method Detection Limit (MDL) for
all hydrocarbons for the duration of the incubations. No phenols were detected in biotic
controls at any temperature. Bacterial and protistan abundances in the biotic controls
fluctuated over time, but persisted in every temperature over the incubation period,
confirming that microbes were capable of surviving in the microcosms from 5°C to -5°C.
Bacterial abundances at -5°C were initially (for < 8 weeks) lower in biotic controls, and
then increased higher than those at 5°C and 0°C (Fig. 13), but overall, bacterial
abundances were not significantly different (NSD) in biotic controls across all
temperatures (p=0.90). Protistan abundances (Fig. 14) in biotic controls were NSD
between 5 and 0°C (p=0.4159), but were significantly higher (p<0.0133) than those at 5°C. DO in biotic controls started at 12 mg/L and never went below 6 mg/L at 5°C and 7
mg/L for 0°C and -5°C.
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Figure 13: Total Bacterial Abundances.
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Figure 14: Protistan Abundances. High standard deviations resulted from one replicate
with a significantly lower abundance (sometimes an order of magnitude).
Phylogenetic analysis of the Chukchi Sea culture prior to the start of the
experiment showed bacterial species to be predominantly comprised of the classes yProteobacteria, a-Proteobacteria, Flavobacteria, and Sphingobacteria (Chapter 4).
Protistan abundances were clustered in Stramenopiles (Chrysophyceae, Pedinellales,
Spumella), Rhizaria (Cercozoa), Telonomea and uncultured marine eukaryotes. The
fungal phylotypes were clustered under Basidiomycota (Cryptococcus, Malassezia,
Wallemia), Streptophyta, and Ascomycota (Aspergillus, Lecophagus, Saccharomyces);
amoebae were Vermistella (Chapter 4).
Full Culture and Protist-Free WAFs - The hydrocarbon data for the Full and ProtistFree WAFs were normalized to abiotic controls to model losses attributed exclusively to
biodegradation (see Appendix D). At 5°C, total WAF, and methylnaphthalenes were fit
to first order kinetic models, while naphthalene was fit to a logistic 3P model. At 0°C
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and -5°C, all data were modeled with logistic 3P and first order kinetic models,
respectively.
Protists were not detected in the Protist-Free WAF over the incubation periods
(detection limit lprotist/10 mL). Bacteria present in the Full Culture and Protist-Free
WAFs were in high abundances, supporting biodegradation potential. Bacterial
abundances (Fig. 13) in the Full Culture WAF and Protist-Free W AF experiments were
significantly lower (p<0.0001) with decreasing temperature (5>0>-5°C). Bacterial
abundances were significantly higher (p<0.0001) in the Full Culture WAF and ProtistFree WAF experiments than in the biotic controls at 5°C and 0°C, except at -5°C where
the biotic controls had higher average bacterial abundances (p<0.0045).
Protistan abundances in the Full Culture WAF experiment were significantly
different between 5°C and -5°C, but at 0°C were NSD from those at 5°C or -5°C (Fig.
14). Protistan abundances were higher in biotic controls than in the Full Culture WAF
experiment at both 5°C (p<0.0001) and 0°C (p=0.0021), but there was NSD (p=0.469)
from those in biotic controls and full culture WAF at -5°C.
DO concentrations at the start of the incubations were 12 mg/L and never
decreased below 5 mg/L across all temperatures in the presence of microbes and WAF.
This suggested that DO was in adequate supply for aerobic biodegradation to occur.
Biodegradation - Naphthalene had the highest biodegradation rates and accounted for a
significant fraction of the total WAF (-1/3) at 0°C and 5°C. Biodegradation rates for
naphthalene decreased significantly, for Full Culture and Protist-Free WAFs, with
decreasing temperature (Table 7 and Fig. 15). The half-life increased with decreasing
temperature (Table 8). All compounds exhibited some biodegradation at 5°C. There was
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biodegradation of naphthalene at 0°C, but it was only significant in the Protist-Free
WAF. All other compounds at 0°C were NSD than 0.0. 2-methylnaphthalene showed
the slowest biodegradation rates across all temperatures, and was NSD from zero at -5°C
and 0°C. At -5°C, there was no significant biodegradation of the specific compounds or
the WAF.
Protists did influence biodegradation rates in the presence of crude oil WAF
(Chapter 4), but that effect was mitigated with decreasing temperature. There was NSD
between rates in the presence and absence of protists at 0°C and -5°C. Interestingly,
there was a trend that the Protist-Free biodegradation rates were higher than those for the
Full Culture within every temperature that showed biodegradation significantly different
than 0.
Phenol production was observed only in conditions with microbes and WAF and
only at temperatures where biodegradation was observed (5°C and 0°C). No phenols
were observed at -5°C. The time to reach peak phenol production was much shorter at
5°C (8 weeks) than at 0°C (18 weeks). The disappearance of phenols was also faster at
5°C.
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Table 7: Biodegradation Rate for Individual Hydrocarbons and WAF at 5,0, and -5°C
D e g ra d a tio n R a te (w e e k s '1)

o°c

C om pound

S a m p le

N a p h th a le n e

F u ll C u ltu re
P ro tist-F ree

0 .0 8 3 8 ± 0 .0 1 4
0 .0 7 3 6 ± 0 .0 0 6

(0 .0 3 2 4 ± 0 .0 1 7 )
0 .0 3 2 7 ± 0 .0 1 2

(0 .0 0 1 3 ± 0 .0 0 3 5 )
(0 .0 0 2 4 ± .0 0 3 2 )

p < 0 .0 0 0 1
p < 0 .0 0 0 1

1-m e th y ln a p h th a le n e

F u ll C u ltu re
P ro tist-F ree

0 .0 0 8 4 ± 0 .0 0 1 6
0.0131 ± 0 .0 0 1 7

(0 .0 1 2 5 ± 0 .0 1 1 )
(0 .0 1 3 5 ± 0 .0 2 6 )

(0 .0 0 3 3 ± 0 .0 0 4 6 )
(0 .0 0 0 8 ± .0 0 3 0 )

N SD
N SD

2 -m e th y ln ap h th ale n e

F ull C u ltu re
P ro tist-F ree

0 .0 0 2 6 ± 0 .0 0 2
0 .0 0 5 9 ± 0.003

(0 .0 1 2 8 ± 0 .0 1 9 )
(0 .0 1 2 2 ± 0 .0 1 7 )

(0 .0 0 0 2 ± 0 .0 0 3 )
(0 .0 0 0 9 ± .0 0 2 8 )

N SD
N SD

(0 .0 1 3 ± 0 .0 1 3 )
(0 .0 1 4 7 ± 0 .0 1 6 )

(0 .0 0 0 7 ± .0 0 3 9 )
(0 .0 0 0 8 ± .0 0 3 8 )

N SD
N SD

5 °C

T o tal W A F
F u ll C u ltu re
0.0111 ± 0 .0 0 1 7
H y d ro c a rb o n s
P ro tist-F ree
0 .0 1 8 4 ± 0 .0 0 2
P a ren th esis a ro u n d ra te s in d ic a te th a t th e y are N S D th a n 0 .0

-5 °C

S ig n ifican t
D iffe re n c e in
R a te s A cro ss
T em p eratu re

Table 8; Half-Life for Individual Hydrocarbons and WAF at 5 ,0 , and -5°C
Half-Life (weeks)
Compound
Naphthalene

Sample
Full Culture
Protist-Free

5°C
41 + 11
25 + 5

0°C
103 + 40
89 ± 2 8

-5°C
533 ± 104
289 ± 54

1-methylnaphthalene

Full Culture
Protist-Free

83 + 1 0
53+7

215 + 65
238 + 969

210 ± 53
866 ± 220

2-methylnaphthalene

Full Culture
Protist-Free

227 + 49
118 + 2 6

200 + 7 0
214 + 84

3 4 6 6 ± 1706
7 7 0 ± 175

Total WAF
Hydrocarbons

Full Culture
Protist-Free

62 + 8
38 ± 6

(177 ± 7 6 )
186 ± 8 1

(990 ± 365)
(866 ± 470)
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Figure 15: Biodegradation Rates and Half-Lives for Naphthalene at 5°C, 0°C, and
-5°C. Biodegradation rates and half-lives are represented by dashed and solid lines,
respectively; Full Culture WAF (grey squares), Protist-Free W AF (black circles). Error
bars are 95% confidence limits.
Physical and chemical conditions were not limiting biodegradation in Protist-Free
and Full Culture WAFs and were similar across all conditions, including the controls.
Salinity, pH, temperature and nutrient concentrations for all experimental conditions and
temperatures were stable during incubation (Table 9). Higher sulfates and nitrates in the
-5°C experiment were due to a higher concentration of sea salts (100 psu). Nitrate
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concentrations decreased in all conditions at 5°C and 0°C over time, but were NSD.
Nitrate was not exhausted in any of the biotic conditions, hence, was probably not
limiting biodegradation.

T a b le 9; C h e m ic a l a n d N u tr ie n t C o m p o s itio n _____________________________
Ammonia (pM)
Nitrate (pM)
Temp Salinity
pH Sulfate (pM)
Start
End
Start
End
(°C)
(PPt)
5

31.0

7.0

12,056 + 276

<0.6 + 0.0

<0.6 + 0.0

11.3+ 1.6

7.7+ 1.6

0

31.0

7.0

12,211 ± 135

<0.6 + 0.0

<0.6 + 0.0

8.5 + 1.6

6.5 + 3.2

-5

100.0

8.0

45,336+ 1,072

39.9+ 17.6

58.7 + 8.2

48.1 ± 12.6

61.3+ 11.3

D IS C U S S IO N
T e m p e r a tu r e In flu e n c e s - Overall, it appears that the WAF from oil encapsulated in sea
ice (mimicked here by -5°C conditions) will remain relatively intact until spring thaw.
Colder temperatures negatively impacted biodegradation rates as demonstrated by the
suppressed production of phenols and slow to negligible decrease in hydrocarbon
concentrations over time. Lower temperatures within sea ice brine channels are coupled
with salinity increases. Lower temperatures negatively influenced biodegradation rates,
as demonstrated in this and previous studies (Table 10). Lower temperature increased the
time to reach peak phenol production, which was also observed in a biodegradation study
spanning four temperatures (5°C, 0°C, -5°C, and -10°C; Faksness, et al., 2011). These
findings and the biodegradation rates are consistent with those in the literature reporting
lower temperatures limit crude oil biodegradation (Atlas, et al., 1978; Siron, et al., 1993;
Ward & Brock, 1978).
Slow to negligible biodegradation of hydrocarbons is attributed to (1)
hydrocarbon complexity, (2) low abundances of bacteria, (3) insufficient nutrients and/or
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dissolved oxygen, (4) low temperatures, and (5) protistan impacts. This study confirmed
the preferential biodegradation of lighter hydrocarbons (e.g., non-methylnaphthalenes).
Faster biodegradation rates are usually reported for the aliphatic (branched) compounds
in crude oil, while the cyclic hydrocarbons and larger molecular weight compounds are
biodegraded more slowly (Gerdes, et al., 2005; Delille, et al., 1998). Gerdes et al. (2005)
found that at 1°C there was biodegradation of the aliphatic hydrocarbon, hexadecane,
within 1 year and no biodegradation of the aromatic hydrocarbon, toluene (Table 10).
Research in Arctic sea ice and seawater has found that most of the light hydrocarbons
biodegrade more slowly in the presence of ice (on the surface and beneath the ice) than in
open waters (warmer temperatures) and that the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, such
as studied here, persist for long periods of time after initial contamination in cold Arctic
marine environments (Siron, et al., 1993). Minimal biodegradation of
methylnaphthalenes, as observed in this research, has been attributed to decreased
solubility and molecular diffusivity and the position of the alkyl group, which can block
target sites for degrading enzymes (Wardlaw, et al., 2011).
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Table 10: Comparison to Previously Reported Hydrocarbon Depletions in Full (FC) and
Initial
Duration of Percent
Concentration
Crude Oil Reported
Temperature Depletion1 Experiment Loss
or Loading
Type
Compound(s)
(°C)
(weeks) Week--3
Ratio
1.18
FC: 60.5
Statfjord
Naphthalene
5
51
1:1,000
PF: 94.9
1.86
FC: 40.1
0.79
Statfjord
WAF
5
51
1:1,000
1.24
PF: 63.3
FC: 6.5
(0.14)
Statfjord
Naphthalene
0
1:1,000
45
0.47
PF: 21.1
(0.07)
FC: 3.5
Statfjord
WAF
0
45
1 : 1,000
PF: 17.5
(0-38)
FC: 4.1
(0.1)
Statfjord
Naphthalene
-5
1 : 1,000
40
(0.22)
PF: 8.9
FC: 4.5
(0 .U )
40
Statfjord
WAF
-5
1:1,000
PF: 7.6
(0-19)

Protist-Free (PF) WAF Cultures
Environment
or Simulated
Environment
Seawater
Seawater
Seawater
Freezing
Seawater
Freezing
Sea Ice
Sea Ice

Reference
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study
This Study

Naphthalene and
methylnaphthalenes
Naphthalene and
methylnaphthalenes

5

<10

8

1.25

1:2,000

Seawater

0

0

8

.

1:2,000

Seawater

This Study
(Brakstad&
Bonaunet, 2006)c
(Brakstad &
Bonaunet, 2006)c

TPH

10

21

6

3.5

1:100

Seawater

(Atlas, 1975)

Sweden

TPH

10

11

6

1.83

1:100

Seawater

(Adas, 1975)

South
Louisiana

TPH

10

28

6

2.5

1:100

Seawater

(Adas, 1975)

Lagomedio

TPH

10

18

6

3.0

1:100

Seawater

(Adas, 1975)

Prudhoe

TPH

10

23

6

3.83

1:100

Seawater

(Adas, 1975)

Statfjord
Statfjord
Solvent
Mix

Mirando
Humble

TPH

10

16

6

2.67

1:100

Seawater

(Atlas, 1975)

Prudhoe

TPH

Arctic
Summer
Conditions1*

25*

8

3.1

1:100

Seawater

(Atlas, et al., 1978)

Prudhoe

TPH

2

30

6

5

1:100

Seawater

(Atlas, 1977)

Weathered
Ekofisk

TPH

1

2

0.015
mg/L d-1

68.6 mg/L

Seawater

(Laake, et al., 1984)

Toluene

0*

48

1:1,000

Sea Ice

(Gerdes, et al., 2005)

5*

36

0.14

1:100

Sea Ice

(Atlas, et al., 1978)

Prudhoe

TPH

1
Arctic
Winter
Conditions'*

Forties

TPH

-1.6

0

2

-

400-1,000

Under Ice

(Siron, et al., 1993)

Prudhoe

TPH

-1.8

0

3

.

1:100

Sea Ice

(Atlas, 1977)

-

1P ercent loss w as reported by au th o rs o r interpolated from the data provided.
2 P ercent loss per w eek w as calculated from the inform ation in this table; it w as not reported in studies an d is used as a m eans o f
standardizing for com parison
J P arenthesis around values for percent loss w eek from this study are N SD from 0.0
* 0% degraded im plies there w as no significant degradation relative to abiotic controls
* T otal loss including abiotic losses
b T em perature n o t reported
c D epletion from oil on Fluortex fabric

Bacteria in simulated sea ice conditions with subzero temperatures and high
salinities were capable of growth (quantified by abundance increases and oxygen
decreases in biotic controls), though biodegradation of crude oil WAF was not observed.
Bacterial abundances in this study were comparable to in situ bacterial abundances in
Arctic marine waters and within sea ice, inferring that bacteria were in high enough
abundances for biodegradation at 0°C and -5°C. However, since no sequencing was
conducted after incubation with the WAF, the presence of species that were capable of
biodegrading WAF remains unknown. It has been previously observed that bacterial
abundances increase after oil exposure in the Arctic, with smaller increases of bacteria in
sea ice (Atlas, 1977; Atlas, et al., 1978). Specifically, bacterial hydrocarbon-degrading
species (hydrocarbonoclastic bacteria) have increased from <1% to over 95% of the total
bacterial population after oil introduction (Delille, et al., 2002). This increase may have
accounted for the increase observed in this study in total bacterial abundances in the
presence of WAF compared to biotic controls at 5°C and 0°C. Hydrocarbonoclastic
bacteria in the presence o f oil were in smaller abundances within sea ice than in the water
column (Atlas, 1977; Atlas, et al., 1978), which supports the low abundances of total
bacteria and the insignificant biodegradation rates observed at -5°C in this experiment.
Bacterial species capable of biodegradation have been isolated in the Arctic and
were also detected in the Chukchi Sea culture used for inoculation in this study. Bacterial
taxa in the cultures prior to inoculation and temperature/salinity adjustments were
Oceanospirillales, Alteromonadales, Pseudomonadales, Legionellales, Rhodobacterales,
Rhizobiales, Sphingomonadales, Rhodopirillales, Myxococcales, Methylophilales,
Flavobacteriales, Sphingobacteriales, Acidimicrobiales, Actinomycetales, and Bacillales
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(Chapter 4). Many of these species have been previously isolated in Arctic marine waters
and sea ice (Brinkmeyer, et al., 2003; Gradinger & Ikavalko, 1998). Many species within
these taxa can biodegrade crude oil hydrocarbons, specifically Oceanospirillales and
Alteromonadales, and have been isolated in a range of marine temperatures (Baelum, et
al., 2012) including Arctic waters and subzero temperatures (Brakstad & Bonaunet, 2006;
Junge, et al., 2002). y-Proteobacteria, a-Proteobacteria, and Flavobacteria have been
isolated in Arctic sea ice before oil contamination, with an observed shift to mostly yProteobacteria after a year of incubation with oil (Gerdes, et al., 2005). Although
bacteria can proliferate in sea ice brines, and those capable of biodegrading hydrocarbons
have been isolated at these conditions, WAF biodegradation may be limited at subzero
temperatures.
Nutrients often limit biodegradation in natural environments (Medina-Bellver, et
al., 2005) and adding nutrients will enhance rates (Roling, et al., 2002; Atlas, 1981). The
nutrient concentrations observed in this study were typical of what has been observed in
Arctic marine seawater and sea ice brines (Dieckmann, et al., 1991; Wheeler, et al.,
1997). DO was in ample supply and was probably not a limiting factor either.
Protistan Influences - Consistently lower biodegradation rates were observed in the
presence of protists, although the difference was NSD at the lower temperatures.
Because crude oil WAF concentrations did not exceed protistan toxicity (1,060 pg/L; See
Chapter 3), protists probably hindered biodegradation at 5°C (Chapter 4) and possibly
influenced it at 0°C. Food web influences are an important factor influencing
contaminant biodegradation, and should be continually explored, especially in systems
where microbial action is a response option.
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Some studies have analyzed protistan changes in an oil contaminated system
(Gertler, et al., 2010) or ciliated protists preferential selection of bacterial PAHbiodegraders (Tso & Taghon, 1999), however, there has been minimal work involving
protists in the Arctic, especially relating to biodegradation rate influences. Abundances
of protists in the biotic controls are within the range of those reported in previous Arctic
marine research ranging from 50-2,000 cells/mL, with median abundances around lxlO2
(Sherr, et al., 1997). Protistan flagellate taxa were predominantly Chrysophyceae,
Pedinellales, Spumella, Cercozoa, Telonomea, and uncultured marine eukaryotes; fungal
phylotypes were Cryptococcus, Malassezia, Wallemia, Streptophyta, Aspergillus,
Lecophagus, and Saccharomyces\ amoebae were Vermistella (Chapter 4). These are
similar to species reported in previous Arctic marine studies including sea ice (Ikavalko
& Gradinger, 1997; Lovejoy, et al., 2006; Mikkelsen & Witkowski, 2010), demonstrating
the validity of the seawater culturing techniques and microcosms for long-term
contaminant and food web studies.
CONCLUSIONS AND R EC O M M EN D A TIO N S
Human intervention to stop or respond to an oil spill in the Arctic marine
environment may be slow due to its remoteness and harsh conditions (e.g., few caches of
response equipment, prolonged darkness). In the absence of response measures, WAFs
of crude oil encapsulated in sea ice will remain until spring thaw. When WAF is released
into Arctic marine waters as temperatures warm to 5°C, biodegradation will be very slow
(half-life >1 year). Protists consistently influenced biodegradation rates, but the effect
was null at colder temperatures (0, -5°C). This relationship is interesting from a
microbial ecology perspective. However, from an applied, response perspective, rates
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would be slow regardless of the presence or absence of protists. In the event of a spill in
the Arctic, weathering processes are likely to play a greater role in the attenuation of the
WAF in seawater.
Recommendations for further research include: comparisons of biodegradation
rates of monocyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in WAF that result in phenolic production,
and studies with bulk oil in these conditions. General taxa of bacterial and protistan
species have been documented in Arctic marine waters, but a more thorough
classification is important to provide baseline microbial community data in the event of
the inevitable spill in Arctic marine waters.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The threat of an oil spill in the Arctic Ocean is heightened due to the projected
increase in drilling and extraction of crude oil and natural gas, coupled with the projected
decrease in ice thickness and extent, providing a longer season for vessel traffic (Bird, et
al., 2008; Gerdes, et al., 2005). Minor and major oil spills are perpetual issues that
coexist with the extraction, transportation, and refining of crude oil (Fingas, 2001).
Hydrocarbons will likely degrade more slowly at cold temperatures than in many other
environments; a spill in cold Arctic conditions threatens the relatively pristine
environment (Engelhardt, 1985; Atlas, 1977). In the event of a spill during the colder fall
and winter months while first year sea ice is forming, the oil may become encapsulated in
the sea ice, remaining relatively intact until spring thaw (Engelhardt, 1985). In the event
of encapsulation, response measures are limited, leaving biodegradation of the more toxic
constituents (e.g., polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [PAHs]) one of the only viable
solutions prior to a re-release of the oil during spring thaw (Delille, et al., 1997). The
extent of biodegradation at cold temperatures, especially in extreme environments such as
sea ice with low temperatures and high salinities, is not yet completely understood, but
may prove valuable for response to oil releases in the Arctic environment.
The extent of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean during the winter months through June,
year dependent, is approximately 14 million square kilometers (an area slightly larger
than Europe) with thicknesses greater than two meters (Comiso, et al., 2008; Gradinger,
2001). First year sea ice grows and persists for about 6-8 months (Nakawo & Sinha,
1981; Belchansky, et al., 2004), then melts. About 50% of the winter ice cover melts
each spring, enabling transportation across the Arctic Ocean (Gradinger, 1995). The
Arctic passage provides a seasonal, shorter transportation route connecting the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans (Pharand, 2007). Over the past few decades, the sea ice extent has
decreased by about 2.8% per decade, lengthening the transportation season (Comiso, et
al., 2008). It is estimated that 24% of oil released into the marine environment is from
transportation (e.g., tankers, barges, freighters); with more vessel traffic in the Arctic
Ocean and harsh environmental conditions (e.g., wind, wave, storm, ice), the risk of an
oil release is heightened (Fingas, 2001).
Crude oil reserves in the Arctic are estimated to be around 90 billion barrels;
almost 75% of that oil is located offshore, inviting future exploration and extraction
(Bird, et al., 2008). Spills can occur as a result of physical damage to infrastructure
during exploration, drilling and transportation of oil (via pipeline or vessel). Large ice
floes are carried by wind and currents which scour the subsurface environment,
threatening infrastructure and increasing the chance of a spill (Engelhardt, 1985).
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Biodegradation of petroleum hydrocarbons is quite common because they are
organic carbon compounds and can be used as a sole source of energy for heterotrophic
bacteria (Atlas, 1995). The desirable end result of biodegradation is mineralization of a
compound to an inert, non-toxic substance (e.g., CO 2). Numerous bacterial species have
evolved the capability to biodegrade compounds in crude oil (e.g., naphthalene) to non
toxic endpoints. Crude oil is a mix of hundreds of compounds, each with different fate in
the environment (e.g., solubility, molecular weight, degradation potential). Degradation
studies and toxicity to individual species is beneficial for conceptual ideas of how the
compound will act in the environment, but the complex mix of hydrocarbons can alter
toxicity effects, biodegradability, and degradation endpoints. This same concept is
reflected in microbiology, where it is common to study individual species of known
biodegrading bacteria and the rate they can biodegrade a specific compound. However,
some species can only partially degrade a compound and another species may be able to
complete the degradation to the final, desirable endpoint. Biodegradation rates for
individual compounds from one species is beneficial to understanding routes of exposure,
toxicity, and metabolism, but seeing one species and one compound in the environment is
highly unlikely and hence, not useful for understanding fate and effects in-situ. A more
realistic study, and more commonly occurring today, are focused on the soluble
(bioavailable) constituents in crude oil that would be found in the water column after a
spill and the biodegradation rates from a community of microbes. It is imperative to
understand the overall toxicity of crude oil and its hydrocarbons, along with
biodegradation rates and potential for the consortia of indigenous microbial species, and
the trophic influences.
It is widely known and accepted that many of the lighter PAHs oil (e.g.,
naphthalene) are soon found throughout the mixed layer of the water column when an oil
spill occurs at the sea surface. Concentrations of oil in the water column are spill
dependent, depending on physical conditions (e.g., wind, waves), volume of oil spilled,
and type of oil. Lighter crude oils have high evaporative fractions, while medium crude
oils typically have water soluble fractions ranging from 10-100 mg/L, however, the
percent of that that will get into the water column will be dependent on the volume
spilled, depth of the water, and mixing conditions over the duration of the spill
(Huguenin, et al., 1996). The PAHs exhibit a variety of acute and chronic toxic effects to
an array of species, mostly multicellular species such as fish and crustaceans (Sanborn &
Malins, 1977; Vijayavel & Balasubramanian, 2006; Barron, et al., 1999). More recently,
the toxicity of PAHs has been shown for smaller species such as zooplankton (Seuront &
Leterme, 2007) and some single-celled organisms, such as bacteria (Park, et al., 2004).
For protists, acute and chronic toxicity are usually measured by abundance and mortality,
but there may also be inhibition of feeding (Rogerson, et al., 1983; Eaton, et al., 1995;
Dale, 1987).
Knowledge about the fate and effects of oil in Arctic waters is limited and must
be addressed before a spill occurs in cold, icy conditions. When oil is spilled into marine
waters its fate and behavior are dictated by the chemical composition of the oil coupled
with the physical conditions during the spill (e.g., wind speed and direction, wave height,
currents, temperature). Weathering of oil is a combination of processes such as
evaporation, emulsification, dissolution, dispersion, photo-oxidation, sedimentation, and
biodegradation. These degradation processes are retarded in cold environments,
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especially oil encapsulated into growing first year sea ice (Robertson, et al., 1973; Ward
& Brock, 1976; Atlas, et al., 1978; Atlas, 1981; Engelhardt, 1985). Oil droplets tend to
remain in place or move up in brine channels within the sea ice (depending on channel
width), while more soluble components go into solution and move down with colder,
denser water, depending on the severity of the winter temperatures (Martin, 1979;
Faksness & Brandvik, 2008). The individual water soluble components of crude oil will
move through brine channels, becoming bioavailable to microbes that inhabit sea ice.
Comparison of biodegradation studies is difficult due to the variety of research
methods. Studies look at individual species ability to biodegrade crude oil or a single
species ability to degrade one hydrocarbon (Eaton & Chapman, 1992; Yakimov, et al.,
2003). Or they look at whole microbial cultures ability to degrade crude oil or only one
of its compounds (Deppe, et al., 2005). Then the abiotic control in each study differs, if it
is even included or actually sterile. There are the disparities between lab and in-situ
studies. In-situ studies are probably the most accurate, but are on a spill of opportunity
basis, or have very strict regulations and locations for controlled spills. The most
effective lab study would include abiotic controls to factor out physical degradation, the
bioavailable (soluble) hydrocarbons of a crude oil, and a full microbial consortium.
Single species may be able to biodegrade a compound, but some species can only
partially metabolize it, excreting biotransformed metabolites from the parent compound
that can be further utilized by another species. This is why this study will look at
biodegradation rates of total soluble hydrocarbons in the water column and their
biodegradation rates from an Arctic microbial consortium.
Many microbial species have these genes that encode for enzymes that degrade
hydrocarbons because of the natural abundance of hydrocarbons in the environment from
sources such as natural oil seeps, spill events, combustion and runoff, and biogenic
production. Water and soil bacterial species that are known to aerobically degrade
alkanes are of the genera Achromobacter, Acinetobacter, Alcanivorax, Alcaligenes,
Arthrobacter, Bacillus, Brevibacterium, Burkholderia, Candida, Corynebacterium,
Flavobacterium, Geobacillus, Gordonia, Mycobacterium, Nocardia, Pseudomonas,
Rhodococcus, Sphingomonas, Sporobolomyces, Streptomyces, and Thermoleophilum
(Atlas, 1981). Bacteria are not the only species that degrade hydrocarbons. Yeasts, algae
and fungi have all been isolated as hydrocarbon degraders (Atlas, 1981). Yeast species
are Candida, Cryptococcus, Debaryomyces, Hansenula, Pichia, Rhodotorula,
Saccharomyces, Sporobolomyces, Torulopsis, Trichosporon, and Yarrowia. Fungi alkane
degraders are Aspergillus, Cladosporium, Corollasporium, Cunninghamella,
Dendryphiella, Fusarium, Gliocladium, Lulworthia, Penicillium, Varicosporina, and
Verticillium while an algal species is Prototheca (van Beilen & Witholt, 2005; Atlas,
1981).
Sea Ice Microbiology - Sea ice provides a unique environment with low temperatures
and high salinities for a consortium of microbial species from algae (e.g., diatoms), to
bacteria and eukaryotic predators, like protists (Krembs, et al., 2000; Gradinger &
Ikavalko, 1998; Dieckmann, et al., 1991). Most of the bacterial taxa in Arctic seawater
are also found within sea ice with dominant species in the y1 and a-proteobacteria,
Cytophaga-Flavobacterium and the Actinobacteria groups (Brakstad, et al., 2008;
Brinkmeyer, et al., 2003). In the polar oceans and within sea ice, little is known about the
protists, which are bacterial predators (Krembs, et al., 2000). Protists are unicellular
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eukaryotic species that play an important role in aquatic microbial ecology by influencing
bacterial mortality and community composition. They selectively prey on specific
bacteria and assist bacterial growth by recycling metals and nutrients (Hahn & Hofle,
2006; Chrzanowski & Simek, 1990; Wright, et al., 1987; Suzuki, 1999; Stoeck &
Edgcomb, 2010; Sherr, et al., 1983). Some of the dominant protistan taxa in the polar
oceans are cryptophytes, dinoflagellates, haptophytes, chrysophytes, Pransinophyceae,
chlorophytes, euglenids, choanoflagellates, kinetoplastids, and unknown protists with
sequences closest to Pseudopedinella and Spumella (Lovejoy, et al., 2006).
Protistan predation is well understood in a variety of environments
(Adamczewski, et al., 2010; Chrzanowski & Simek, 1990; Hahn & Hofle, 2006), but
research on its role in contaminant degradation as beneficial or detrimental is
inconclusive (Cunningham, et al., 2009; Dalby, et al., 2008). Protists may help the
biodegradation of contaminants by recycling essential nutrients or preying on bacteria to
a point where their metabolic rates stay high (Gertler, et al., 2010; Tso & Taghon, 1999;
Stoeck & Edgcomb, 2010; Suzuki, 1999), or hinder biodegradation by selectively preying
upon bacteria that degrade the compounds (Cunningham, et al., 2009; Maly, 1978; Kota,
et al., 1999). Research into protistan tolerance to soluble crude oil is important because
they can drastically influence bacterial diversity and abundances due to selective
predation, or stimulation of bacteria by cycling essential nutrients (Sleigh, 1989; Gertler,
et al., 2010; Chrzanowski & Simek, 1990; Wright, et al., 1987).
Biodegradation Potential in the Arctic - Biodegradation is temperature dependent and
is an important remediation method in a spill aftermath when the oil is dispersed or in
soluble, bioavailable fractions. There is extensive literature on biodegradation of
petroleum hydrocarbons in marine environments (Hodson, et al., 1977; Leahy & Colwell,
1990; Prince, 2005; Tagger, et al., 1976; Varanasi, 1989; McKew, et al., 2007; Atlas,
1981), but only a fraction of that research is conducted at cold temperatures and
conditions, such as those in the Arctic (Deppe, et al., 2005; Atlas, 1975; Atlas, et al.,
1978; Brakstad & Bonaunet, 2006; Delille, et al., 1998 ).
Most environments have high biodegradation potential for hydrocarbons, but rates
decrease with decreasing temperature due to slower metabolic rates (Brakstad &
Bonaunet, 2006). In many environments (e.g., soil, sediment, marine), a threshold
temperature for biodegradation has been reported around 0°C (Brakstad & Bonaunet,
2006; Siron, et al., 1995), while other studies have found biodegradation at negative
temperatures (Filler, et al., 2008). It has been argued that microbial communities that are
pre-exposed to hydrocarbons are able to biodegrade oil to below detection limits,
regardless of temperature (Hollaway, et al., 1980; Prince, 2005; Leahy & Colwell, 1990;
Bauer & Capone, 1988; Tagger, et al., 1976). The Arctic Ocean is not as acclimated as
other regions (e.g. Gulf o f Mexico) to continual oil inputs; the Arctic Ocean is estimated
as a moderate location of oil seepage (Wilson, et al., 1974). As a representative PAH,
benzo(a)pyrene was measured in the Chukchi Sea water column at 0.26+0.12 ng/L
(Kirso, et al., 2001). The argument for high biodegradation rates at cold temperatures due
to pre-exposure may not apply and rates in this environment need to be more thoroughly
explored.
Research into cold water biodegradation of petroleum hydrocarbons is important
because some of the last untapped petroleum resources are projected to be in the Arctic.
Biodegradation is a major contributor to oil spill clean-up in the marine environment, but
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the extent of its effectiveness is spill dependent, which is why enhancing scientific
knowledge about abiotic (e.g., temperature) and biotic (e.g., predation) influences on
spilled oil in the Arctic Ocean is important. If biodegradation is one of the only viable
response options for encapsulated oil in sea ice, it is important to know the extent of
biodegradation from the native microbial community, including the influences of
protistan predation on bacterial biodegradation. If biodegradation rates are not limited by
lower temperatures, then potential toxicity and a re-release of oil hydrocarbons during
spring melt conditions may be mitigated.
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APPENDIX B

PRELIM IN A RY EX PERIM EN TS

Prior to commencing the long-term biodegradation experiments, three preliminary
experiments were conducted to establish proficiency with methodology and equipment,
while confirming accuracy of analytical results with those in literature. During the
preliminary experiments, water accommodated fractions (WAF) were prepared, Arctic
marine microbes cultured, exposure study conducted on protists, and 250 mL microcosms
were maintained. The WAF mixtures were made to determine the concentrations of
soluble oil hydrocarbons at different oil to water ratios and compare them with
concentrations obtained in the JIP project (Faksness, et al., 2011). Arctic seawater
cultures were established and maintained for inoculation of all biotic experiments. The
exposure study analyzed inhibition effects of soluble hydrocarbons on protistan
abundance. 20 day pilot microcosms determined whether the standard operating
procedures for sampling and analysis would work. The preliminary research methods
and results are presented below.
CHUKCHI SEA MICROBIAL CULTURES
Introduction and M ethods - Marine microbial communities are not identical throughout
the world’s oceans; thus, to get a most representative biodegradation rate of crude oil in
Arctic conditions, microbes from the Chukchi Sea were cultured and used for inoculation
of all experiments tested and proposed. Arctic seawater cultures were established by
inoculating sterile seawater, with an Arctic seawater culture that was shipped to the
Coastal Response Research Center lab at the University of New Hampshire. The seawater
samples were collected off the coast of Barrow, Alaska in the Chukchi Sea (71.37048 N,
156.51585 W; Fig. 16) on May 17, 2010 and immediately shipped overnight on ice and
used for inoculation upon arrival; compliments of personnel with the Geophysics Institute
at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. Water samples were collected from 3m depth
(32.4 ppt salinity, -1.8°C) in 500 mL autoclaved Nalgene bottles with a few centimeters
of headspace and transported on dry ice to Fairbanks where they were shipped overnight
to the CRRC lab in Durham, NH. When the samples arrived, they were used as inoculant
cultures at (5°C). Aside from those samples, all seawater for the experiments was
collected from the Coastal Marine Lab in Newcastle, NH and filter sterilized prior to use.
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Figure 16: Map o f Barrow, Alaska. 7 1.37048 N, 156.51585 W in the Chukchi Sea.
Image compliments of Google Imagery, TerraMetrics, 2010.
Initial Chukchi Sea water samples were monitored for total organic carbon,
dissolved oxygen, pH and bacterial and protistan abundances then used to establish the
seawater cultures. In 1000 mL flasks, 200 mL of the initial Chukchi Sea water samples
were added to 500 mL filter sterilized (0.22 pm) seawater (31 ppt); this was done in
triplicate for redundancy. Cultures were maintained and stored in a dark, climate
controlled room (5°C) with weekly turnover of half the water volume to eradicate the
buildup of waste products, eliminate stagnant water, and enable growth (Lee, 1993;
Caron, 1993). All the cultures were aerated with filter sterilized air using a Whisper 60
aeration system. Cultures were augmented with cereal leaf extract (Sigma Aldrich
C7141, discontinued) at final concentrations of 1-2 mg/L to mimic natural organic carbon
levels in the samples upon arrival (Sherr, et al., 1986; Aldrett, et al., 1997; Eaton, et al.,
1995). Bacteria and protist abundances were counted weekly to ensure health and growth
of the communities using methods described in the Handbook o f Methods for Aquatic
Microbiology (Sherr, et al., 1993).
Cultures were split and acclimated to -5°C (100 psu) and 0°C (31 psu) over a few
months. The temperature was increased or decreased accordingly with simultaneous
salinity adjustments (salinity increasing with decreasing temperature) each week. High
salinity seawater to replicate brine water at -5 °C was made by using Aquarium Sea salt
(Instant Ocean Sea Salt; United Port Group; Cincinnati, OH) from a local pet store.
Natural seawater was augmented with sea salts to create brines up to 100 psu. Brines
were mixed with a magnetic stirrer at room temperature until the salts dissolved, then the
water was filter sterilized and the brine was acclimated to -5°C prior to being used as
replacement water for the cultures. Replicate cultures were established and used to test
existing protist exclusion methodology and develop a successful protist exclusion method
(Chapter 2) which would be used in the long-term biodegradation experiments to analyze
predation influences on bacterial biodegradation rates. Chukchi seawater cultures were
successfully used as inoculant cultures for all of the experiments in this dissertation
except the toxicity test; a second sample of Chukchi seawater from off the coast of
Wainwright, Alaska (70°38’N, 160°02’W) was overnighted to the CRRC lab
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compliments of personnel with the School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences at the
University of Alaska, Fairbanks. Culture methods followed those listed above. These
cultures were acclimated for two weeks prior to the start of the toxicity test, to enable
heterotrophic protists to grow to high enough abundances (103).
WATER ACCOMMODATED FRACTIONS
Introduction and Methods - WAFs contain only soluble fractions of crude oil and no oil
droplets. Soluble hydrocarbons were chosen as opposed to bulk oil because it has been
demonstrated that bulk oil will remain in place or migrate up brine channels in droplets,
while the soluble components may travel up or down brine channels and are more readily
biodegradable (Martin, 1979). Crude oil constituents solubilize depending on their
molecular weight, with smaller compounds being more soluble. Aliphatic compounds
(chains of hydrocarbons) are more soluble than aromatic compounds (cyclic
hydrocarbons), but depending on the amount of oil spilled, the concentration of the
compounds in the crude oil and their solubility and saturation point, a certain percentage
of the oil may be found in the water column after a spill. The aliphatic and smaller
aromatic hydrocarbons (e.g., naphthalene), once solubilized, can be readily biodegraded
to inert compounds (i.e., carbon dioxide). For the scope of these biodegradation
experiments, the soluble fractions were analyzed using WAFs, because that is what the
microbes in the water column and within sea ice will be exposed to, and they are a crucial
starting point to quantifying potential biodegradation rates across temperatures.
WAFs were made to test reproducibility of results for soluble hydrocarbon
concentrations at different oil loadings and to compare concentrations to those in other
WAF studies (i.e., JIP: Oil in Ice). An oil loading is the ratio of a volume of oil added to
a volume of water; a high oil loading of 1:100 means 1 part oil to 100 parts water. All
the oil used in the experiments was Norwegian Statfjord B crude oil. WAFs are made
based on a method established by the Chemical Response to Oil Spills: Ecological
Effects Research Forum (CROSERF), an organization formed from academics, industry
and government personnel to standardize laboratory methods regarding spilled oil and
toxicity (Singer, et al., 2001).
The method for making WAF solutions has been developed over many years by
oil spill researchers (Singer, et al., 2001). The only alteration to this method was
allowing 96 hours for the WAFs to reach equilibrium as opposed to 48 hours as detailed
by prior research (Faksness & Brandvik, 2008; Faksness, et al., 2011). The modification
was made due to the colder temperatures used in these experiments, resulting in a longer
time for the soluble oil constituents to reach equilibrium.
Three separate WAFs were made at high (1:100), medium (1:1,000) and low
(1:10,000) oil loadings to determine the concentration of dissolved naphthalene(s) and
total soluble petroleum hydrocarbons in the WAFs at 5°C; naphthalene and
methylnaphthalenes were the only polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in the WAFs that
had response peaks with significant resolution above the reliable detection limit. The
results were compared to those concentrations reported by the JIP, which analyzed
medium and low oil loadings. For each WAF concentration, triplicate samples were
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taken and processed to establish consistency in the extraction and gas chromatography
flame ionization detection (GC-FID) analysis (MADEP, 2004). In addition to triplicate
samples, the 1:100 WAF was run three separate times and the 1:1,000 was run twice to
test consistency across naphthalene and TPH concentrations.
Chemical Analysis - Stock solutions and dilutions of six PAHs (naphthalene,
acenaphthene, fluorene, anthracene, phenanthrene, and pyrene) are prepared for GC
calibration using a modified version of the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection Method for Extractable Petroleum Hydrocarbons (MADEP, 2004) and are
analyzed using a Perkin Elmer Autosystem Gas Chromatography Flame Ionization
Detector (GC-FID). The capillary column used is an Rtx® -50; 30 m, 0.32 mmID, 0.5
pmdf, Crossbond® 100% methylphenylpolysiloxane phase (#10539; Restek; Bellefonte,
PA). Each sample was extracted three times with 25 mL aliquots of methylene chloride,
dried with sodium sulfate, concentrated to 1.0 ml using a Turbo-Vapp II concentrator
(Zymark, Hopkinton, MA, USA) and spiked with an internal standard of 1chlorooctadecane (ACROS ORGANICS) prior to being analyzed with GC-FID.
Results - Naphthalene has the highest solubility of the PAHs (-3 0 mg/L; Engelhardt,
1985) and was the only PAH reported because it was above the detection limit (RDL= 5.0
pg/L). Concentrations of soluble naphthalene were similar at the medium (1:1,000) and
high (1:100) oil loadings (Fig. 17), with no significant difference (a= 0.05) between them
based on a student’s T analysis. This suggests that naphthalene reaches a saturation point
at higher oil loadings for Statfjord crude oil at 5°C. Total naphthalene’s (Fig. 17)
included naphthalene and the 1- and 2-methylnaphthalenes. The concentrations of total
naphthalenes followed the same saturation point in the medium and high WAF loadings.
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Figure 17 (Left) Naphthalene Concentrations at Three Different WAF Oil Loadings.
(Right) Total naphthalenes at each oil loading. Diamonds are mean diamonds showing
mean (central line), and confidence intervals (top lines of diamonds).
Total WAF hydrocarbons (Fig. 18) had statistically different (p=0.0007) mean
concentrations across all oil loading rates based on an analysis o f variance. This implies
that total soluble hydrocarbons increase with increasing loading rate, but some
compounds (e.g., naphthalene) reach saturation.
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The naphthalene and WAF concentrations across oil loadings were not consistent
with the concentrations in the JIP study. This may be attributed to their use of fresh
Statfjord crude oil (Faksness et al., 2011), versus this experiment which used the same
oil, but it had been stored at 5°C for over a year. The saturation point with naphthalene at
higher oil loadings was not discussed in the JIP report, possibly because they did not test
an oil loading of 1:100.
Replicate WAFs within each oil loading were reproducible; the variability in each
could be attributed to sampling error. The reproducibility within this preliminary WAF
analysis demonstrated proficiency with the WAF methods that were used in all
experiments in this dissertation research. A WAF ratio of 1:100 was used in the exposure
study to expose the protists to higher concentrations of soluble hydrocarbons than they
would be subjected to in the long term biodegradation studies. W AF of 1:1,000 was used
in the long term studies to mimic those concentrations in the JIP biodegradation
experiments.
WAF concentrations across oil loadings are lower than concentrations in the rest
of the experiment because the WAFs had to be stored for a few weeks while the GC-FID
was fixed due to an unforeseen issue after the WAFs were set up. This may have led to a
loss of components in the WAFs before analysis.
EXPOSURE STUDY: EFFECTS OF WAF ON PROTISTAN ABUNDANCE
Introduction and Methods - Ten day exposure experiments were conducted to evaluate,
but not quantify, the inhibition effect that soluble hydrocarbons from a 1:100 WAF have
on the abundance of protists. Protists and other eukaryotes were not monitored in the JIP
study and there is little research on Arctic protists. Effects of soluble hydrocarbons in
these cold conditions need to be established prior to starting the long term experiments to
determine survivability of protists that have been exposed to a high WAF oil loading.
Solubility of hydrocarbons increases with increasing temperature and decreasing
salinity. The high oil loading at 5°C and salinity (31 psu) provides a higher concentration
of total soluble hydrocarbons and allows naphthalene to reach a saturation point, as
demonstrated in the preliminary WAF analysis. [N.B. salinities and temperatures were
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chosen to mimic ambient Arctic sea water during the summer which would be warmest
and least saline both conditions that would have maximum PAH solubility]. This
subjected the protists to a higher dose of soluble (bioavailable) hydrocarbons during this
exposure study than they would be exposed to during the long term study, thus
demonstrating the ability to use protists in these predation and biodegradation studies.
Exposure studies were conducted as static tests with constant WAF TPH
concentrations; consistency was assured by testing WAF concentrations over the 10 days
and ensuring no significant difference between Day 0 and Day 10. Exposure here is
defined as whether the concentration of soluble hydrocarbons from a high oil loading
(1:100) has an inhibitory effect on protistan abundance compared to the biotic control.
Two controls were used, biotic and abiotic. Abiotic bottles provided comparison for loss
of hydrocarbons from abiotic means, while biotic controls were used for comparison of
microbial abundances in the absence of soluble hydrocarbons.
The exposure study was conducted for 10 days and was replicated three times due
to lack of sterility in the abiotic controls. The WAF oil to water loading for the exposure
study was 1:100 at 5°C using Norwegian Statfjord B crude oil. Four microcosms were
prepared in 2 L amber vials with Teflon lined caps. The four microcosms include two
replicates of the actual exposure study containing WAF inoculated with Arctic seawater
cultures; one abiotic control with WAF and sterile seawater (no Chukchi Sea microbes)
and a biotic control with sterile seawater (no WAF) inoculated with Arctic seawater
cultures. Each exposure study had one replicate microcosm. The exposure study
replicates and abiotic controls each contained 1.5 L of WAF that was made 96 hours prior
to the start of the test; and the biotic control contained 1.5 L sterile seawater. Table 11
shows the volume of each addition to the 2 L microcosm bottles. All microcosm bottles
were kept in a temperature controlled room at 5°C, with salinities of 31 psu and a D.O. of
12 mg/L. The microbes used for this experiment were taken from the 5°C Chukchi
seawater culture.
Table 11; Exposure Studies Microcosm Bottle Composition________________
Addition (mL)
Chukchi
Cereal Leaf
1:100
Seawater
Extract (2
Sterile
Microcosm
WAF
Seawater
Culture
mg/L)
Biotic Control
1,500
10
10
1,500
Abiotic Control
10
10
WAF and Arctic
_
Microbial Cultures
1,500
10
10
-

-

Sampling volumes are as follows: 30 mL of each experimental microcosm bottle
were removed once a day for 10 days to monitor bacterial and protistan abundances. 250
mL of each microcosm were removed on Days 0, 5 and 10 to measure the concentration
of PAHs (specifically naphthalene; other PAHs were below detection [5 mg/L] in the
WAF) and TPH. A total of three exposure studies were conducted due to lack of sterility
in the abiotic control. Each test was conducted with the same parameters; the only
difference was the additional replicates for the biotic and abiotic controls in the third test.
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Results - The experiment was repeated three times total due to lack of sterility in the
abiotic controls. However, the objective of the exposure study was to protists were
present after ten days of exposure to a 1:100 WAF. Results from all three studies show
that protists were present in the 1:100 WAF replicates, thus only the results from the first
exposure study are presented in detail below.
Naphthalene, total naphthalenes, and total WAF concentrations in the 1:100
WAF and abiotic controls across all three exposure studies averaged 310 +/- 33 pg/L, 450
+/- 54 pg/L, and 1200 +/- 188 pg/L, respectively over the ten days and were not
statistically different (a=0.01). The WAF values have high variability from the third
exposure study which was conducted after the GC-FID column and auto-sampler were
replaced. All naphthalene data from the exposure studies are not significantly different
than the naphthalene concentrations from the 1:100 WAF studies. The biotic control was
for monitoring microbial growth in the absence of soluble oil hydrocarbons; all
hydrocarbons were below detection in all biotic controls.
In the first exposure study, at a constant temperature and salinity of 5°C and
31psu, the bacteria in the biotic control had a lag growth period (Fig. 19) of 3 days before
concentrations of total bacteria increased by an order of magnitude. Days 6-10 showed
total bacterial abundances in the biotic control decreasing. Simultaneously, protist counts
increased almost two orders of magnitude from Day 7-10, potentially implying protistan
predation in the biotic system. In the presence of a 1:100 WAF, the bacteria had a
slightly longer lag period prior to exponentially increasing in abundance, with total
bacterial counts being comprised mainly of active cells (RNA). Bacterial abundances in
the presence of WAF continued to increase through Day 10.
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Figure 19: Bacterial and Protistan Abundances from Exposure Study 1 Biotic
Control and 1:100 WAF.
Protist in the 1:100 WAF maintained a fairly consistent abundance, which is
statistically lower than the protist abundances in the biotic control, showing that soluble
hydrocarbons may have an inhibition effect on protistan population growth, but does not
fully eliminate their presence; this consistent protistan abundance over ten days was the
same in all three exposure tests (Fig. 20). The abiotic control is not depicted on the graph
because it did have microbial counts, although sterility was ensured in further
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experiments, for the scope of this preliminary project, it was not mandatory. The
methodology for making abiotic controls was modified for future experiments.
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Figure 20: Protistan Abundances in Exposure Tests 2 and 3: Biotic Controls vs.
1:100 WAFs.
Protistan abundances in the biotic controls compared to the 1:100 WAF replicates
across all three experiments (Fig. 20) show some significant differences (p<0.01) using a
Student’s t-test on a one way ANOVA of protistan abundances from each biotic and
1:100 WAF test. There were no significant differences in protistan abundances on Day 0
between any biotic control and 1:100 WAF across all three exposure studies. By Day 10,
the high protistan abundances observed in the biotic control during the first exposure
study were significantly different than protistan counts in all other biotic controls and
those exposed to 1:100 WAF. All protistan abundances exposed to WAF were
significantly different than those in the biotic controls. In the first and second exposure
tests, there were significantly higher protistan abundances in the biotic controls than in
the ones with WAF. However, this relationship was reversed in the third exposure study,
yielding higher protistan counts for those exposed to WAF than in the biotic controls.
The results of this preliminary work show that soluble hydrocarbon
concentrations (from a 1:100 WAF) in simulated Arctic seawater result in no significant
inhibition on bacterial growth, while there may be an inhibition on growth (abundance) of
protists. [N.B. There were significantly fewer total bacteria on Day 10 in the biotic
control versus those in the 1:100 WAF, this is most likely due to predation; there was no
significantly lower bacterial abundances due to soluble hydrocarbons]. The microbial
methods of counting protists using the stain primuline does not show live versus dead
cells, so mortality was not reported, but there did appear to be significant inhibition
effects on protistan abundance. Overall, protists were still present after ten days in the
presence of WAF, so it was possible to move forward and conduct a pilot project to test
the methods for the long term experiments.
20 DAY PILOT MICROCOSM EXPERIMENT
Methods - The pilot test was conducted over 20 days to ensure that the microcosm bottle
methodology for the long term biodegradation experiment worked. 20 days was chosen
to allow for three sampling times (Day 0, 10 and 20) which would be similar to the
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proposed experiments where sampling would be conducted on a week-to-week basis.
The methods for this pilot test were similar to those of the JIP project, and those of other
microcosm studies using extraction and gas chromatography techniques (Pagga, 1997).
There was an abiotic control (WAF only), a biotic control (no WAF), a full Arctic culture
in WAF, and a protist-free Arctic culture in WAF. This test was performed at a lower
WAF oil loading (1:1,000) than used in the exposure study to mimic one of the oil
loadings used in the JIP biodegradation studies (Pagga, 1997; Faksness et al., 2011).
WAFs for this experiment were made with an oil loading o f 1:1,000; the same oil
loading that is used in the long term experiments. The WAFs were distributed to 250 mL
amber bottles with Teflon lined lids. Similar to the exposure study, there were abiotic and
biotic controls as well as experimental microcosms testing full Arctic microbial cultures
and protist-free Arctic microbial cultures. Mercuric chloride was added (final
concentration 100 mg/L) to ensure sterility of each abiotic control. For microcosm
bottles that only contained bacterial populations, the Chukchi seawater culture was
filtered through 0.8 pm cellulosic filters to remove protists, but enable the bacteria to
pass through in the filtrates (Suzuki, 1999). Table 12 shows the additions to each
experimental bottle or control.
Table 12: 20 Day Pilot Biodegradation Experiment Bottle Composition

Microcosm
Biotic Control
Abiotic Control
Full Arctic
Seawater Culture
and WAF
Protist-free Arctic
Seawater Culture
and WAF

1:100
WAF

240

240

Additions (mL)
Full Arctic
Sterile
Seawater
Seawater
Culture
1.6
240
1.6
-

Protist-free Arctic
Seawater Culture
-

-

1.6

Mercuric
Chloride

0.40

1.6

1.6

240

Cereal Leaf
Extract (2
mg/L)
1.6
1.6

1.6

There were three sampling times for each experimental microcosm, (Table 3: Day
0, 10 and 20. On each sampling day, two replicates from each microcosm were
sacrificed. 200 mL were extracted and analyzed for hydrocarbons; 25 mL were sampled
for protist and bacterial abundances. The remaining volume was used for pH, dissolved
oxygen, total organic carbon, and salinity measurements.
Results - The hydrocarbon concentration results for naphthalene and total WAF for this
pilot were consistent with those from the WAF experiments, and were also not
significantly different the abiotic control replicates and the experimental (Full Culture
and Protists-Free) bottles. TPH concentrations were consistent with those in the 1:1000
WAF range from the initial WAF experiments at 786 pg/L (95% confidence limits 746846 pg/L). Microbial results for the pilot project mirrored results from the exposure
study.
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The methods proved to be successful, with the exception o f high bacterial counts
in the abiotic controls and protist counts in the protist-free cultures. The lack of sterility
in the abiotic control was likely due to contamination during filtration for enumeration,
however, better sterile techniques were ensured for the long term biodegradation
experiments. Mercuric chloride (HgCL) was used at a final concentration of 100 mg/L
for abiotic controls in this 20 day pilot project. The use of Mercuric chloride as a biocide
was discontinued and substituted with copper sulfate in all other studies. Protist-free
cultures were established by filtration and were relatively successful in decreasing protist
abundances, but it did not completely eliminate their presence. As a result, a new method
of eliminating protists was deployed (described in Chapter 2).
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arrows denote end of peak for its respective condition. Abiotic Controls demonstrate higher naphthalene and some benzene peaks,
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APPENDIX D

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

EQUATIONS
Hydrocarbon Concentration Normalization - Concentration Normalization Using
Abiotic Controls (Wiedemeier, et al., 1998):
Normalized Concentration ( p g / L ) = Ct ( ^■abl0tlc
\ W , a b io ti c

Ct = Concentration at time t
Co. abiotic = Concentration at time 0 in abiotic controls
Ct, abiotic = Average concentration at time t in abiotic controls
First Order Model Biodegradation Rates - First Order Model:
Ct = C0e~kt
C0 = Concentration at time 0
Ct = Average concentration at time t
k = Biodegradation rate
t = Time
For first order models were linearized by a transformation of concentration on the y-axis
(ln[Concentration]). Biodegradation rate (k) was calculated by taking the absolute value
of the slope and half-life was calculated by the equation:
t|/ 2 = ln2/k
Logistic Three Parameter Models - Logistic 3P Equation:
c
^
( 1 + Exp( —a * ( x — b ) ) )
y= concentration (pg/L)
a= growth rate
b= inflection point
c= asymptote
Logistic 3P Linear Transformation for Concentration, Y:

Y= Transformed concentration for y-axis [N.B., Y ^ y; Y is natural log transformed]
Cmax= Upper asymptote from logistic 3 parameter model
C,= Concentration at time t
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Half-Life Calculation The equation for the line of best fit, Y=kt+Yo, was used for biodegradation rate
where slope equals biodegradation rate (weeks '). The half-life was derived by inputting
the y-intercept (Y0) from the best fit line into eq. 1 as C, to calculate the concentration at
t=0. Dividing that concentration by 2 then inputting it back into the linearizing equation
for C, and solving for Y will equal the linearized concentration for half of the substrate to
be degraded (Y 1/2). This can then be substituted into the equation for line of best fit for Y
to solve for half-life (ti/2) for the data modeled with logistic 3P curves. [N.B., Cmax is the
upper asymptote, not the concentration at time zero. Growth rate and inflection point
could not be used as degradation rates and half-life due to the asymptote variable in the
logistic 3P fitted model]. An F-test was used to test if the biodegradation rates were
statistically different than 0.0. Differences in biodegradation rates due to the absence of
protists were compared using the method of standard least squares.
MODEL FITTING: NAPHTHALENE EXAMPLE

Fit Curve - Curve fitting was judged by the lowest, relative, AIC and BIC. This was for
naphthalene at 5°C prior to normalization for abiotic losses (Table 13 and Figure 24).
Table 13: Fit Curve of Naphthalene at 5°C Prior to Normalization for Abiotic Losses.
Model Comparison
Model

AlCc AlCc Weight

Logistic 4P
Logistic 3P
Linear
Exponential 2P

£

300-

|

250--

|

200

2

150-

f

10O-

fS

1102.1558
1107.4972
1112.2815
1126.7806

0.9297708
0.0643421
00058829
4.1799e-6

J .4 .6 .8

BIC

SSE

MSE

-

50-10

150;

150:

150:
-10

40

RMSE

R-Square

1134.2359 75628.808 734 26027 27.097237 0.8622827
84555 04 797 68906 2824339 0.8460283
1132.8312
1130.4493 93735.034 859.95444 29 32498 0.8293119
1144.9484 106330.35 975 50781 31.23312 0.8063763

Abiotic
Full Culture WAF
Protist-Free WAF

Figure 24: Best-Fit Curve for Naphthalene Data Using Logistic 4P.
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The next step was to normalize the data to any losses in the abiotic controls (Table 14,
Figure 25, and Table 15).
Table 14: Fit Curve of Naphthalene After Normalization for Abiotic Losses.
Model Comparison
Model
AlCc AlCc Weight .2 A .6 Ji
754 11817
0.5063648
Logistic 3P
Linear
754 4944
04195321
758 18894
0.0661465
Logistic 4P
0.0079566
Exponential 2P 762 42467

SSE
MSE
RMSE
73834.501 1054 7786 32.477355
79027.965 1097 6106 33130207
72860 303 1071 475 32 733393
87719.777 1218.3302 34 904588

R-Square
0.7857536
0 7706837
0 7885805
0 7454626

Full Culture WAF —
Protist-Free WAF —

300I

BIC
768.78624
765.29093
77643826
773.22119

250-

a 200Z<
S 100'
i Z

OA

150-

50-

-10

300"
200-

100 -

Prediction Model

300"

c

200-

(1 + E xp(-a*(W eek -b )))

100-

a= G row th Rate
b= Inflection Point

-10

0

10

20

30

40

c= A sym ptote

Figure 25: Best-Fit Curve for Naphthalene Data Using Logistic 3P with Prediction
Model.
Table 15: Parameter Estimates for Logistic 3P Naphthalene at 5°C.
Parameter

Group

G ro w th R a te

Full C u ltu r e W A F

In fle c tio n P o in t Full C u ltu r e W A F
A s y m p to te

F ull C u ltu r e W A F

G ro w th R a te

P r o tis t- F r e e W A F

In fle c tio n P o in t P ro ti s t - F r e e WAF
A s y m p to te

P r o tis t- F r e e W AF

Estimate
-0.079818
39.250078
2495551
-0.069445
18.935574
335 06573

Std Error Lower 95% Upper 95%
0.0231467 -0.125185 -0.034451
3.105145 33.164106 45.336051
16 521958 21717266 281 93755
0.0187086 -0.106113 -0.032777
64401693 63130742 31.558074
6268836 212.19881 457 93266

Logistic 3P models were subsequently linearized to calculate biodegradation rate
(slope=k) and half-life (Figure 26).
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L egend
O ----- Full C ulture WAF
x ----- Protist-F ree WAF
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A'eefc
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W eek

Figure 26: Linearized Models for First Order WAF (left) and Logistic 3P
Naphthalene (right). Shaded region represents 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 27: Phenol Ratios over Time
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Figure 28: DO Concentrations for all Conditions. DO are represented by dashed and
solid lines, respectively.
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Figure 29: Naphthalene (Left) and WAF (Right) Concentrations over Time for 5 ,0 ,
-5°C: Comparison with Method Detection Limit.
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SELECT PHOTOMICROGRAPHS

Figure 30: Predominant Flagellate Morphology

Figure 31: Diversity of Protists. Intricate extracellular structures.

Figure 32: Bacterial Responses to Predation. Elongation and small cell sizes. Left
image shows protist in right comer.
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